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Abetrsol
1!he following compounds have been prepared e M  th® 
M a r  ultraviolet absorption spectra of their vapors 
have teen determinedi toluene* toluene- o(HU toluene- 
S»d, tolue»e-4-d* ft® spectra have been
partially analysed Into fundamental®, overtone®, combim- 
tions, and differences* It is postulated that the six 
strong fundamentals observed in the exalted states of 
the dOKpeunds having 0$* symetry correspond to the six 
totally symmetric carbon vibrations of the molecules*
A discussion is given of the results and of the assign­
ments*
uresotajcTioir
D M  •*tension of the quantum theory to problems 
arising in absorption stud lee of eomplex stoleau3.ee 
introduce* oelaulatlon* of suah aamplexity that this 
field is still relatively undeveloped, Although inter­
prets t lone of physical date hove been wotted out for 
the hydrogen nolsoule only segseats of the theoretioal 
development for simple molooula* suoh es sol end n r  
here bean ettenpted. & lose rigorous treatment meet he 
offered for the mam emplex raoleoules enaountered in 
ordinary ohemloel researoh. for example. more suoeess 
hee been aahtsved in the asleulation of fores eohstant* 
tram experimentally measured vibrational frequencies.
A number of workers ere nee engaged, both is ia- 
dmetry end is eduoetional Institutions. In seaumulatiag 
date on the absorption apeotra of organto eoapounds 
through the eemplete nag* of frequeuelee from the far 
infrared through the ultraviolet, this data will be 
used saplrisally in the evaluation of quantum meohanieal 
eesstents wbleh do not lend themselves readily to a 
purely theoretical evaluation end. by this strategy, 
it is hoped that the stage of useful application of
this theory to ehemioal problems may be reaohed.
the problem of the atmature and reaetleae of beasene 
end its derivatives has resolved a great deal of attention.
Orgeate ehemista have worked oat certain rules of orient*- 
ties whiob may bo used to predict the position which «n 
entering grow? will take* A number of
to develop e theory which Is of assistance in 
qualitative interpretation of orientation phenomena 
(108). o. w* bheland end t. Pauling (830) developed 
• mere quantitative theory, the experimental evidence 
supporting these theories bee largely been taken from 
dipole moment studies, free the distribution of the 
produote of substitution reactions, end from heats of 
reaction, Spectroscopic debt on the force constants for 
particular bends ia very meager* M t  debt would be 
extremely valuable for testing the theories end far making 
them mare quantitative.
A spaotrel study of beaeene derivatives tee been 
undertaken at this laboratory, with tbs idea of providing 
some fundamental data of this sort.
s8 n m » *v r gropwrUaa ref. «&jMprtmn (93) A 
Um m  m m l  alama&ta of aarssaat^ y mot* ds a plsae of 
^naamtyyf a aasitar of ^ maa^rt aa axia of apamatrsr* or 
a rota t toa~raf 1*<* tios* aait* fa aaol* ayiissiatry alamot thera
(cr-) la «&« wtiiofc divMaa a moXaeala lata two Malta* which 
ara airror iaagaa of each ottaar* fii* oorraapoMiaa m&m~ 
»try oparatioii* a im dasigmtod 0~ 9 i& r&tlmtton at 
tlia pXasa* Tha Manama Miami* la fealtaaad to oonaiat 
of a plana
la ttia mmm
err
#3
&
Thmvm arm alx parpandioulor planaa of aymatry, on* 
through %  and H4, one tfc*cmgh %  and B$» oaa througi 
%  and K$* and tiuraa mar* through tUs oantora of th©
4earboa-to-oarboa bonds. The intersection of «N*oh of 
these planes of sywaetry with the molecular plane is 
shown kjr a line ia tho Whoa refloat ion at plane
^  takes place tho following exchanges to lee place 
among the hydrogens: Hs trades places with Hgi Hg trades
plaSoe with Hg} sad %  trade* places with %. the 
resulting configuration of the benzene molecule aannot 
he distinguished fro* the original one* If e aoleeule 
hoe e eenter of ayassetry, the corresponding symmetry 
operation (called inversion, 1} consists of «a exchange 
of eeeh atom with the like atom directly across the 
eeater. In benzene, trades places with Hg, Hg with 
Hg, and %  with Hg. If « molecule has a p-fold aria of 
ey— eti'i, • rotation of 360/p shout the axis results In 
the aaae configuration, the rotation, 8« Is the ayxsnatry 
operation, in benzene a line through the esatsr perpen­
dicular to the molecular plane is a eix-fold axis of 
rotation, Cg, since a rotation of 40 results in the same 
configuration, in this operation %  replaoes Hg. Hg 
replaoes Hg, Hgreplaees Hg, Hg replaoes Rs, Hg replaoes 
Hg, and Hg replaoes HA. If a rotation of 360/p followed 
by reflection ia a plans perpendicular to the axis of ro­
tation results in the sane configuration, the molecule has 
a p-fold rotation-reflootion axis, 8p. In benzene the 
line through %  and Eg is a two-fold rotation-refleotlon 
axis, 3g (it is also a two-fold axis of rotation, Og).
9However, w t  every 8. is • Op»
If the operation wfcioh leave* the molecule unchanged 
(called the identity, x) is lasluded la the eysmetry 
operations, the sot ot ell at the operations fora® a 
nathese tieal group. Take tin saaoaia aoleoul# se «a 
easaaple. it has o pyramidal etruoture a® shoot ia the 
diagram.
there is o three-fold axis of symmetry going through
hoogt eooh hydrogen steak' The following symmetry 
operations amp he performed: 
cn -refleotian in the plane of eynsBetry through Hi*
<Tj TrflMtiia in the plan# oe symmetry through Hg.
Uj -refloation in the plane of symmetry through Hg*
C.-retetion about the axis of symmetry by an angle
of ISO in the eounter-elookwiee direction when the 
aoleeule is Plowed from above.
Cg-rotation about tine axis of aymsetry by an angle of 
1*0 la the eleokwiee direotlon when the amleoule is 
viewed fron above, 
la examination of the diagram of the ammonia molecule
N
A/A
ttd nitrogen atom, and three planes of symmetry, com
<sbews that tbs tallowing, group tbeorjr "aultlplioatlon 
tobla" oaa ba ooastruetsdi
I <7 OX 07 C a £l'
I I 07 0X 07 ^ 3 £~J
07 (77 j £3 07 crz
0X ax £3 / <77 01
03 or c ; ' £ 3 / (TX 6T
£3 ax 03~ o~T £1' I
0 => -3 ax 07" ox I £3
If tte operatloa 1b the loft hand ooluan la parformad 
first, rollowsd by the operation indicated 1b the top 
Too, the result will be the omm as If the operatloa la
the hi 00k of Intersection bad bee* perforated aloaa. from
/9 “  1tte  l«U «) far steapla, It la seen that 07 , =• C  3
If tte identity U  inoluded this sat of symmetry opera* 
tlona baa tte following properties!
1. Ste aat la olosed to aultlpliaaUon; that la, If any 
two alananta of tbs aat o n  aultlplisd together an­
other eleneat ©f the aat la obtained, 
p. uultiplioetion la ssaoolatlv*. fop aataaples
(T, (r* £3 ) -  C o', )C^~ I
9* tte aat oontaina tha identity.
4. fte> eeefc element of tbs sat there exists another eleneat 
sash that, If tte two eleneata are Multiplied together, 
tba Identity la obtained*
9Ifeerefere, the set ferns a mathematical "group*. this 
la the wiat areun to which the amenta molecule belongs, 
ft ia fewti that, far ttorjr molecule, the aat of all 
possible symmetry operatlane ferns a group. Seoh point group 
la given a partioolar agrnM, usually written la heavy 
type, these particular symbols with their corresponding 
symmetry elements are given la the following table. (93) 
the element "I”, which each point group oontains, is 
omitted from the table, only point groups of laterest 
ia eoaaeotion with benzene and its derivatives are
Symmetry glenanbs
SN&
toe <r~
toe Qg* tee C~y >
fhree 0®(autually perpendicular), three n—  
(mutually perpendicular}, i. J
toe 83, three 0$(perpendicular to 8g), 
three ^  , oae n  *
toe Og, air 0g(perpendicular to c*)e six 
tT? • eme urir • one C«, Om, 3A(eaeh eo* 
las idea t with Og), 1.
,____ i
the subscripts v sad h of toe 0 s refer to vertieel 
and horisoatal planes respectively.
included. 
Point Oronp
H
°8V
Ogh < V
®to
Dflh
Rotation Spectra; then quantum maehaniee ia applied to 
toe preblam of toe energy of a rotating molecule it ia found
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9V =  J  5
Where cZ is the «8Vi number ©f the observed lines.
Simas 9 Is so small this formula predicts a aeries of 
ftiaost equidistant limes. auofc series here been ob­
served for diatomic molecules.
For tbs i m u  offset the selection rule /) J — C } ^  <=A 
holds (93). The formula representing the Hewn lines 
becomes (neglecting 0): £3 )
7f — 4 3 Z^+ “a )
there ?/ia the distance fro® the line#
The rotation of non-linear molecules will now be 
esoldered# If such e molecule has two of its moments 
of inertia equal* tut the third different, it Is celled 
e "symmetric top”. Its term values ere given by the 
formulas <99)
F =. £3 T  C f + O  + ( 3  - 3  ) K
a ■=   A  = ----K ---=-
L> g - r r ^ t p ,  Z t t - e l *
Ig is the moment of inertia which is the same in two 
directions and X^  la the moment of inertia in the remain­
ing direction. The number K is an Integer (quantum
10
amber) whioh trnxUm from 0 to J.
AS iifwwa rotation apaetrua eon appear only if 
the molecule tea « peraanent dipolo moment. If the 
molsenle is a symmetric top, its dipela moment must Its 
sionit iii® sjksIs of In this ***e tbs selection
miss for X sat 3 are found to bat A K — O Zl J~= 0^  t /, 
tee position* of tba lisas is tha infrared tpwtna 
are teas strafe by tea formal* (neglecting stretching)j
I f  ■ = !  3  C ^ O  t'-s-y
fills U  %hm m m  f&vmtiM mm thftt for linear molecules.
iefff«r» iii# tutmnmitt difttrihfttinii wo&ld he different•
M r  H w  Im  spMtrm the following aeleeticm rule® 
held f«r e ipeiirli top molecule:
z) r  =. o, - 1,- A  A K ' —  o
It 3 teaaste by one tea "It" branoh is obtained, and if 
I sheas** by two tea B branoh is obtained, tee formulaa 
representing tea lisa* era as followss (93)
&»braaohes: Z  i f f Q  .T -h £ ff f£j
*■*«*»*«* Zi ?yy^. j> &  b  / 7
If ft maXmcn&m has nil thrmm moment© of inertia 
mqmX It le oalled t *«pherioal top*** M # i e $  are
xx
CH^ and la this' esse the molecule has ao pertinent
dipole rasnt a ad so M s  no purely rotational' infrarod 
spectrum. Also, for any rotation of atioh a molecule the 
dipole moment induced hr an enbsraal field remains %m*» 
oMsgad and therefor© no purely rotational Hasan spec tram 
appears.
If a m l  semi# M s  no three-fold or higher-fold axis,
all three principal momenta of Inertia ere different end
the missals is an "aeyss&etrio top1** fits energy levels
cannot be represented by an erpXlelt formula. m  this
earn they are compared with two limiting asses* M e  prolate
aynmetris tap, and the oblate symmetric top* in a very
«
rough approximtion the energy levels in any Intermediate 
ease a m  obtained simply by connecting by smooth curves* 
the lerels of a steam i- far the ease of the prolate 
symmetric top with the levels of the same JT for the oblate 
symmetric top*
Per further details eonoearaing rotational spectra 
referesee 90 should be consulted.
Vibrational Waarsr Levelss (90} According to classical 
theory any vibratory motion of a system sen be represented 
as a super position of a number of "normal vibrations".
There are fast as many normal vibrations as there are
vibrational degress of freedom. A normal vibration 
Is characterised by the fast Met sash particle carries
I S
out « ainpls Im i w m Io notion and that nil psrtialsa 
hvr« tt« m m  frsqueaay or oscillation and aovo in phase.
In wava rasehasloa «« in classics! asohanias the 
▼irrational motion or a aolaoula may to oonaldorsd, ia 
• fitit ajjparoxias tlon, «a a superposition or normal 
▼iterations. St* anatgy of th« system is quantised, tba 
Tlfccatieaal l«n Taluso being given by tb* following 
aquation2
Gr-lO C.V ) + Id (zJ -hJ )+ u) Clf
/ a  a  y  3 ■ 3' j^y
Wh*r«: a la tb* twm valu* la i m m  am*
alassiaaX fv#$u*gi&3r (e«T*} of %h© l*th 
s e m i  vibration.
la a quantum number* taking oa positive 
latagral value** beginning wltb ssero*
It la aaaa tbat tba quantum tfceoretio&l energy values 
aa» ba immediately f«ra»d if tba elaseleal vlbfmtleiial 
frequonoies aaa ba determined* It la noteworthy that la 
tba lowest pe&aible state tba vibration©! eaergy la not 
9090 bat la given by one^half of tba ana of all tba 
alaaalaal vibrational frequonoiesc tbla la the "«er©** 
point" vibrational energy*
the olaaaloal normal vibrations of a molecule are 
IW$Ptastt enough to ba examined more in detail* m© 
a©aiber of novaai vibration* may ba determined In the
10
fsiloirit*# my* m m o m  tfea* 0 mlmmim is
»&# %m of 9 is spaa* 0M oo^Slmtss ar* sse^sd
to SssGSlbs tbsir motion* tbsrs mm dsgNss of fa**#**
to®* Bswsvsr* tbrm tosrsss of frmdora wmpmmmt twmwf* 
lmti.au of tlis soXeouls ss s whole m€ thrm mpmmaut 
rotstion of tbs maleoule ss s wbols* f&smfms* ttumr* 
?smX& aw - 6 vibrational togrms of fa*s&os* {IB - 0 
for s linmr molscul©}. if s moi©tmle has rotational 
togrem of frse&om to* to twmm internal rotation of oas 
or more parto^  one vibrational togree of freedom mist 
to subtracted for mob additional rotational togrm of 
freedom, With them limitations is mind, it is Soso that 
s molecule has 09 - 0 different normal vibrations*
fher* is an important relationship between vibrational 
fretuanojr end foros constants* For anr partial© *i* 
oarr/ing sot o simple h&rmonla motion of fmqummw f/ * 
the mlsfisg foros is | i m  tri
*- -V/7"*zv^ 7m -s*
Atnt *j, Is ths bbss off particle ”1".
8f is tens displacement off partial* «i", 
la • 9 *Im  off if pMlltiw, saofa as a molecule, ia which 
eviff psrtlols sets with a certain force on every other 
one, st equilibrium the resultant off all forces acting 
on a «lT*n particle is aero. Iff all of the particles
the fwHHH w ill fevgivwft :* r  Us* t<e&£mtm, «tB»*lo»«*
>f 1 *Y '/ i'r# 7/
*?r\
. T i V Z .Z5* rp*;^
£/ /V
A  X2
E i // . i: / K  'V * A /
, -  K ,
, r  f*  
f* = - < * , -  ^
-  / r y i  Z ,
■■>/‘f'-tHi. l, **f f.
- K 1^  7 -  • • -  / r ^  72* 2. L^ ' ' ZZ. ^
E^ ~— —Kt' A—K^' U - K A/ 7 — K^v
A?
£<-:-! (?*tW-~->ti(Z ^ 3~ ■5i'i7,7 ; ii£-i' . . .   7
u  v  A  / 2L 7 v
c
w •'"' y - A"*'
/ ■yl'-KZl-nU.
/, '■KZ* q - A'Z1' 7 . . . _ 7
^  ^ *" A  2. z- AJ
SSSHMfel£V ■■*&» '■ f  a  Z^ fB il - •' .*jj JtfijifflllMti #  -# »4*t%se n^p®i Xp3H wb sPwi
jpB$rSS-fllSSe.fn:iZ_%Wt'&?; -■: ^77 z '7-;.z::-. :-^; yz v':.: . ;z;' • • • •
fl Is *&• f^On|MMM$t*te^&XXT ;■ Z '. ■- ::7. ' ’• ZAZ]. : Z ' .•■ ■ .".■ ;
«l l» £&« s s s s  sMi#
fcaist JJjjp,** %*>• x-a<*»poMBt of foroo on th* i«th particle
II
is $hs 3r*oa»£om*»* of foroe on tho l*th partiolo. 
ll la the tonyoBOl of foroe o» the l*th partioie. 
tte eoefflolents k £  dotoraln. how tho *-oe«ponont of th. 
faroo on tha 1 *th partisle depends oa tho y e  opponent of 
tha lio^aaMnt of the l’th partioie.
Soring • narnol vibration oil particles move with 
tho oa*o frequenoy (^} and j
f h "  -  -  'hn/
^  -  prr*--v^ ?r>_
substituting thasa velum into the sat of aquations, tho
following sot is obtatsad:
// . / .,H
7
V/rVV»,*, =  /£' X, H, ^xzZ,'
H  i r V V  ;  , =  ^  X, *  ^  ^
■ j W ™ ,  z„“  ' T « X / A 7  l r ’
this spate* of aquations nan be solved only if the 
following dotemlnantal equation holds, lhls aquation 
Is usually oalled the "secular aquation" of the problem 
the determinant is of the SKf’th degree, and therefore 
ins n  roots, thus in prlaolplo tho frequencies of
11
*Z-
/fj
th* aornwl Tlbaratleaa say be determined.
< T * r V » ,  C  ... K ' " 1
V* tf]'*™”' ■ ■ y
KL K*-r+<Tv%» • • •
« z  y  k:l ' . . .  kZ
C K?r
Tho form at i^r one of the normal vibrelieaa m &  than 
ti obtained Iqr substituting m o  &®mpmpmMn& value of 
late tho set of equation* ami solving for tt# tie** 
plaeemeata« Slnee these equation* ere homogeneous* 
only the ratio* of the dlapXaoemenl* oan he determined* 
the ratio of the vole®itie* at ear ibetami eon alee he 
determined* An examination of the determinants! equation 
she** that it has either five or air roota that are equal 
to aero* depending on whether the of#tee ia it* equil­
ibrium position ia linear or not* fhay correspond to 
oon~getmlne normal vibrations la whioh simple translation 
along sap m m  of the three ooordinats area take* plane* 
or e rotation about too or three auitable area* $i»e
mere le no restoring foroe for thee# motion#, the 
vibrational frequenor le aero* mar are therefore
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* §8 •
• fc 84*1 4*
I t  i*4 K *4m w m
8
I
•▼an dogonovoto Tltowstloa* atr b« synsaetrlo or tmtl- 
ayoaolario* Only certain combinations of symmetry 
properties of tho sstml vibration* are possible, suoh 
combinations of symmetry properties are sailed symmetry
s a m m  ffles&laa* »  they mm tm ±sss^
noibla mmmmmUktimm of the point group ©©msl&ere&»
It m norma1 vibration is symmetric with rsspeot to oil 
symmetry operations pemiited bp tho system it io m M  
** ** %*%*%%& m m m tHo* m m  m m *®tnr types any k« 
derived bar tho n«o of group theory ©r, in many ©ss#st 
by simpler considerations. they her© boon derived for 
oil of tho Important point greapa* only typo© which 
will bo ©f Intoroot oonoornin^ henmsne & M  it© simple 
derivatives ere included in tho following tables* 
Symmetric Is represented by + X, antisymmetric by **lf 
f represents s translation* f i t  s rotation* In the esse 
of the point group 0^ there is n© synmetry end there is 
only one species* #iff» for the nonaa! vtferetleBs* It 
le said to be symmetric with respect to the identity* x.
feint aroup
SPec/es I
GVOttgl Ojgy
A  t +- / +-t Hi /;
A * ■*- / a  / - / " / R-*~
3 , a / -/ +/ -  / 7y ,
+ / -/ -/ V- /
Spec/gs X (Vi) *) &  «•; 4
-Hi A f -A / a  / H  (
-- *«<—
-A/
---n-j
A '
- -
A/
A  / - / - t -/ - / A  / A  / A/
..S» H i H I -  / / -A/ A/ -  i - / /T 2.
H i - / -A / a / -/ A  I -/ -/ n .
& > H i -/ A- / -  ! A / -/ A/
- /
4 £ - -hi H i - f H  / - /
- / A / -/
r I
& * H i - / -/ H  / H i V -/ A / 4
« VPx**~ ■Hi -/•/ H / - i - / - / _/ H J
L«v------- x^..
SPEC/£S T ^  4?
aroup 0^, 
f f T T ' x S *
< A/ H / - h i 4-1
<
V-/ h i
A , " A '
A  i - h i -  / -/ -  /
a / H i - / +/ - H f -/ /?*
K a / / / -/ -/ - I -A/ £
£ ' -/ - / <2 ry rr
£ " v- #2* -/ A><fy
89
Point Group Dah
specie! I
* w # mm&r^ w4m
63 0T si
A t a. Hi HI HI -hi +1 Hi Hi hi
' —t
tW Hi n +, r  n
a ,£ H I HI HI H/ Hi + i - / -/ - / - f -/
Hi HI hi Hf ' / V 1 -/ -/ H f +! +j K j~
h 1 +-I HI HI - 7 - / - / Hi ■*-/ -/ "I -/
6 , a. + t - / HI -/ >/ - / - / -  / // Hi -/ -hi
©/L H f - 1 -hi -/ Hi -/ Hi - / - / Hi -/
Hi ~/ HI - / -hi -/ Hi -/ TV -/ 77
■of- HI -/ H / -1 -I H/ T*-y -/ -/ -hi - /
^ l S' t2< H ( -/ & O -n2- 0 £ -/ :~hl 7->2_
F  v -hi - / 0 0 H •*-* 0 7- / -A r> M+A ~t - 1 +> 6 0 +-JL 0 -/ -/ 7 ^/r v H* - / -1 HZ- O O 0 0 H/ Hi -- .
the number of normal vibrations of a given aymmetiy 
typo m y  to determined «« follows. ffce nuolei ia a 
pelystoaio moleoule any to divided into oortoia Hti 
of ldentioal mioloi that oaa to transformed into one 
another by the symmetry operations permitted by tho 
noleoule. these are sailed equivalent auolei. For 
ff.fi., in benzene all of the earton atone ore equivalent 
end all of the hydrogen at mas are equivalent. In ohloro- 
froeneee the shierine aton forma one sot, the oarbon aten 
to ehiah it la attested another set, the para earton atom 
another set, the para hydrogen atom another eat, the two 
ortho earboas a set, the two seta osrbone a aet, the two
m©ei&e hydrogen© m eet# and the tee met© hydrogen© © set.
Ib the ©eee ©f non~tf ©generat© vibration©* for a given 
©ys©®etry type the diapl&oemaat* of all nuclei of a set 
are fired by the dispXaeesnenb© of m m  of them* Therefore* 
the nuelei of a ©eb eaa at moot eontrlbut© three degree© 
of freedom to eaeh non^degeaerate symmetry tyro# If 
the representa11 v© nucleus dee© not lie on any symmetry 
•lament, ©eb will actually ©©©tribute these three 
degree© of freedom* sine© thee there are bo reotrlotiome 
©a the motion of the iraeleit©* Set if the represent©* 
tive mzoleu* lie© on m m  or more ©dement© of symmetry, 
it amy hot hove ell three degree© of freedom if the mot*
See is to he la eonfomity with the symmetry type#
Thus* If there are m ©eta of nuclei not on ©By ©remote? 
•les«t3 there will he 3© degree© of freedom of ©aeh 
non^dogenerato symmetry type oemtfltoiited' by the©# setsf 
if mere ere h ©of© of nuclei lyi.Bg ©h ©artel© symmetry 
tlweiti there will he Sh* or h, or Cl degree© of freedom 
contributed to m give© symmetry type depending ©n the 
symmetry type and ©m the symmetry element© of the seta* 
la mi© way the total number of degree© of freedom m n  
be determined for eeeh ©peelea* If then the number of 
rotation© end translations of this species is subtracted,
me number of genuine vibration© ia obtained* The fol* 
lowing table© give the number of vibration© of each speoiss 
for point group© of interest in connection with benzene
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^  ia tt» number of nualal on all elementa of symmetry.
a— . m__ are the number of sot* lyin« on the sy. xa,
”  ~  or ya planes respectively but not on any
axos through these pianos.
■§* *mt «4*‘*aro the number of sots of nuolet on a two-
foil, three-fold, four-fold®•* axis but not 
cm any other element of symmetry that does 
not wholly coincide with that axis.
■ft In the number of sots on a twofold axis sailed Cl
la the eharaoter tables* 8
■»• *td» **• number of sets on planes o 02, OZ
respectively tai* not on any other clement 
of symmetry.
Usually th* vibrational f*v*queac»ie® of a molecule
ere known from experiment# and th® secular equation is
m l  to obtain the force son®tents* An attempt may fee
mate to solve tel® equation directly in tanas of Oar*
tesian coordinates* However* the problem is greatly
simplified in the ease of symmetric molecules by the
as® of "sywtstry coordinates**. suppose that there are 
fgt*«* genuine vibrations of the first# aeeoal,***
species. Instead of the 3H Cartesian displacement
coordinates symmetry coordinates a m  used# t% of which
have the first gpsh^r type# fs the second# etc* the
symmetry coordinates are chosen so that no translation
or rotation of the molecule as a whole takes place* if
seek coordinates sire used the secular determinant can
he written as a product of factors corresponding to
each species, tech of these factors put equal to zero
gives the normal frequencies of this species* ©ie number
of independent force constants for a molecule la then
given by the equations
Where there are f* vibrations (or symmetry coordinates) 
of a given spec lea 1*
SB
Although the use of ayaraetry coordinates m y  greatly 
reduce the complexity of the secular equation, In most 
oeeee it remains extremely complicated, this complexity 
has led to the uae of mechanical models to determine 
normal frequencies (106). some eusoess has been had by this 
method, hot its limitations are obvious. JSaoDougall and 
Wilson (138) abandoned the geometrical similarity be­
tween the model and the molecule but built up a system of 
coupled harmonic oscillators haring the same kinetic 
and potential energies as the molecule under considers* 
tion (except for a scale factor), aueh a system will 
have the sum relative frequencies as the molecule.
Beeently electrical analogues of molecules have been 
built, fbeir frequencies can be determined by means of 
a circuit analyser (119).
In all exempt a few eases the.number of force 
constants is larger than the number of normal vibrations; 
and the force constants cannot all be determined from 
the frequencies, one way out of this difficulty is to 
investigate the frequencies of iaotopio molecules, These 
molecules have the earns force constants but provide addi­
tional frequencies. Another way is to make more specific 
assumptions about the forces holding molecules together.
One method is tbs assumption that only central forces 
act between the stems in a molecule (93). Although this
hai proved of mill# it 1* generally inferior to 
tit* * munition of ^ *1#^# JD2ES2&* *tt tile latter system 
it la u m « a  that there is • strong restoring fore# im 
the lias of every m i m e #  bond If the distance between the 
tire atoms hotted by this bend la olwtg»8* la addition 
them is * restoring fore* opposing * change of the angle 
hetman m e  miens* heads connecting on# a teas with two 
ethers, These assumptions remit in oonalderahle decrease 
la the number of forte eons tents in a molecule and m y  mkm
possible their ealenlstim from the observed frequencies.
By oaloulatim m  of this sort it has been possible 
to determine force constants for certain toads in several 
different molecules. It Is found that the force constants 
few a particular bond ere the same if the bond is in sim­
ilar surroundings, this leads directly to the idea of 
characteristic bond frequencies* fe a certain rough 
approximation it la found that each bond has a certain 
stretching and a certain bending frequency. Ibis is 
a very good approximation in the ease of hydrogen or 
deuterium vibrations sines their frequencies are dif­
ferent from the ether choreeteriat te frequencies due 
to the small masses of these atoms* In first approx- 
last lea the hydrogen nucleus may be considered as os­
cillating against an infinitely large mass, and therefor® 
the vibrational frequency varies only with the force 
hr which the hydrogen atom is bound to the rest of the
mmolecule* teia ap proximo*i m  1 m much tetter for the 
bond-stretching team f«r tee bond-bending vibrations* 
Concerning characteristic group frequencies tee following 
itttmul earn te made (90)$ "teeuever a particular group, 
IT separated from tee rest or the molecule, has a vibra­
tional frequency that differs sufficiently from any 
vibrational frequency of teo rest of the molecule* teem 
this frequency will occur only slightly changed is the 
whole molecule sad will roughly correspond to vibrational 
motions in test group only, or if there ere several 
equivalent groups to simultaneous motions in those groups."
tee Vibrational Isotope iffeeti Besides providing 
additional equations for the saloutetiom of fore® com- 
stents, tee investigation of tee isotope effect is valuable 
In correlating tee observed vibrational frequencies 
with the theoretical normal vibrations of a certain 
molecule* tee isotope shift for a certain frequency 
will te relatively mall when tee atom replaced has a 
mall amplitude in tee vibration and will be relatively 
term when that atm has a large amplitude* This 
effect is particularly large in tee vibrations character** 
is tic of hydrogen it deuterium is substituted for the 
hydrogen* sometimes tee study of the Isotope effect 
provides information concerning the geometrical struc­
ture of a molecule*
as
D m  Teller-Rsdliah product rule la of fundamental 
iKportsnee la the study of th® isotop® offsot.(4, 93). 
Teller anO also Hedlloh showed that for too isotopio 
»elcoulee tbs product at the wJy/lu values for 
•11 vibrations of a gives sgnesstiy' tap® is indopondent 
of the potentlal oonstants and depends only on tbs 
eessee of the atone end the geometrical structure of 
the molecule. The general formula for any molecule is 
•o follows:
M W W W J W f W
All qua at 1 ties referring t© the isotopie molecule are 
nmrfced by the ampersorlpt (1) while the quantities re* 
ferrlng to the ordinary molecule do not have this 
superscript. ^4,"- ov? are the frequents lea (aero* 
order ) of the t genuine vibrations of the symmetry 
type considered® .*. are the masses of the re*
preseatative atone of the various sate (eaeh eet eon* 
elating of atoms that are transformed into one another 
ty the symmetry operations permitted by the molecule) 
the exponents o(; ^  ' * - are the numbers of vibrations 
(Inclusive of no**~gemiine vibrations) eaeh set contributes 
to the syrametiy type considered* U is the total mass ©f
the aoleoule. * Is th* imtor of translations of the 
fwitey typo considered. Ix> Iy, X% ore the moments of 
inertia (Mat the x, jr., ana a axes through the orator 
of moo (the dlreotion of It# oxra being eheaen ia the 
tut n r  ai la tho tables of th* different symmetry 
types. £*/ z^2- are 1 or 0 depending on whether or not
the rotation about the x, y, or % axle la a non-genulae 
vibration of the symaetry type considered, loth on the 
heft eat ritfit aide of the equation a degenerate riOra­
tion la eouatod only onse. ®hls. produot rule will not 
hold exaotly if observed fundamentals are used, duo to 
aaharmoaieitles. Zf (1) rtf ere to ft* heavier isotope 
the expreeeion on the left should be slightly greater than 
that oa the right* if the isotopio aoleoule has lower 
symmetry then the ordinary aoleoule, the preduet rule 
holds rigorously only for the symmetry types of this 
lower syamtry. In this ease the symmetry types of the 
aoleeule of hitter syaaetry must be resolved into those
of the aoleoule of lower syaaetry. in the oase of non- 
degeQerate syaaetry types this resolution is very simple. 
Tor degenerate types certain tables have been worked out 
by the use of group theory (95).
Infrared and Hasan Vibration Saeetrai sines the normal 
vibrations are the only simply periodio motions, the 
norral frequencies are thit freuuenolee that are raittefl 
SSL SSSgS$S&, J&2. S&22&** A normal frequensy will
mappear In infrared absorption only If M s  vibration 
faults in a stsngs in the dipole i m t  of the mole~ 
c ule * in ^ asymmetrical molecules ovary normal vlbm** 
tien ip connected with a change of dipolo moment and 
oil sionai vibrations a m  infrared active* However* there 
nay he gmat differences in the magnitude of the change and 
therefore in the intensity of the infrared absorption*
Only In symmetrical molecules m y  there he vibrations 
during ehleh the change of dipole moment la exactly aero 
end which* therefore* are infrared inactive* This must 
net he taken to mean that every symmetric molecule has 
inactive vibrations* if the vibrations were strictly 
harmonic there should he no overtone or combination 
frequencies* hue to anharmonieity suoh frequencies 
a m  present in infrared absorption hut generally with 
rather lew intensity*
In the Bamaa spectra only those vibrations that are 
connected with a change of nelarimh.ll.ltr a m  active* If 
a vibration is mean active the observed Batmen shift in 
frequency will he equal to the frequency of the norm! 
vibration* Overtones and combinations appear even more 
weakly than in infrared absorption* for molecules with 
a center of symmetry* transitions that are allowed in 
the infrared are forbidden in the B&msn spectrins and* 
conversely* transitions that are allowed in the Raman
spectrum are forbidden in the infrared* There m y  be
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transition# that zra forbidden in botb the Stota and in 
tie iafrered. '
te* Raaaa fundamentals it is found that Raman 
line* corresponding to totally eymmetrio yitnUaaa ana 
polarized, tbese corresponding to non-totally sysnstrio 
vibrations are depolarized, However, the degree of 
polarization of the lino due to tbo totally symmetric
j
vibration m r  a»t b* wary laygs* (If the degree of 
polarisation,Z7 * la 0/7 the lias is said to he depolarised; 
if th* degree of polarisation la less them 6/7 the lino 
la said to be polarised*)
glaotronio Socotra of Polsratomio Molecules s (304) 
Hcotronlo eta tea of polyatomic molecules hair a s*»lti« 
plSolty just as do the electronic eta tea of atoms*
There say* for mmmptm9 be singlet^  doublet, triplet, eto* 
terms* In first approximation* only states of the same 
multiplicity combine with each other* Moat molaoul&s which 
are chemically stable hare singlet terms in their nor- 
m l  states* Hens a we expest in absorption mainly the 
occurrence of singlet terms*
further classification of electronic states is based 
upon symmetry properties* Those symmetry properties 
must be considered separately for molecules belonging to
different symmetry groups* Linear molecules and par­
ticularly diatomic* molecules hare been studied In detail
ts
feett* tfeeeretieeily end mwvbmmtmll?* Wxmy will net 
%# oensidewed few#*
Pent *# f#r » t m l  vibration#, oleotronio fcera#
##n be divided into certain symmetry typm (a* op##!##)* 
tii# ran# w m l i t m  1# used as for normal vibration#*
A oonMafttic# between two states 1# allowed if their 
*4&r##t productw (in ths group theoretieaX sen##) 
contains # torn wfelefe transforms lilt# on# of the trans­
lation#* Hi# direction of this translation determine# 
tfe# direction of tfe# dipole moment connected with th© 
transit ion* Hi# following tables giv# the diroot 
products for tb# group# and transition between
two electronic states 1# permit tod if the symbol found 
in the inter sooting square of tfeo e or responding row end 
tfiinsB 1. oireXed. Th* ttkU tor Vfa m y  «l*o to* w*d for 
tfa* groups Ogy, C8, and Oj, The table for Bflb m y  also
to* used for 8»>* . „®° ffctoX* for ?|!
Alg AXU Big ®lu »2g BSu B3g
!
*
ft
Alg AXu Big ( g ) Bag ( g )  % g ( g )
1
§ AXg
AU ( g ) ( g ) Bag ® > Bag
•
d
£ Alw
Al# Alu ®3g ( S )  ®B« (b» P
e
s
£
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J Blu
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Olreot Products for S6h (204)
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She gross features of the vibrational structure can 
te obtained by applying the Franok-Gondon principle to 
polystoraic molecules (204)* According to Franck the 
nuclear positions and velocities do not change during 
the electronic jump. If in the beginning the molecule
the initial state become turning point* of the vibration 
Itfi the final state. Hifefwt, if we a#sw that the 
symmetry af ttd equilibrium position is tl» same in l®tn 
the initial ant final states* then only thorn* vibrations 
will be strongly excited which preservo the symmetry 
(totally symmetric vibrations)* the sans bolts If 
totally symmetrical vibrations art excited in the in­
itial state* l&sra can also occur non-to tally symmetri­
se! vibrations. . the potential surfaces for all non™ 
totally symmetrise! vibrations will have their minims 
directly above m m  another. F m m k 9# principle implies 
that the 0-0, i-l,*.*w-w transitions are intense unless 
they are weakened toe much by Boltzmann meters* If the 
symmetry Is different in both states* than all those 
vibrations will be exalted which preserve the symmetry 
properties common to the states concerned* All symmetry 
elements of the initial state mast be considered* Anti­
symmetries! vibrations m y  change only by multi plea of 
two quanta.
Forbidden electronic transitions m y  be made possible 
by non-totally symmetric vibrations. In such forbidden 
electronic band systems the usually allowed vibrational 
transitions will not appear. Only the weak bands in which 
non-totally symmetrical vibrations are excited will be 
present* The structure of such a forbidden electronic
35
band system consist® or on© or several nou-totally 
symmetrical vibrational transitions whlah make the 
treiicition allowed; superimposed on each transition 
is found the whole vibrational structure typical of an 
allowed transition*
36
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A thorough aurvey of the literature of moaoeyolio 
beasene itrlntiTta baa been made, a very selsetlve biblio­
graphy is given in the following pages. Results whioh ere 
emaltonA to be obsolete due to the development of better 
methods of observation ere net included. the theory will
be reviewed la the following section. 3he numbers la the list 
refer to the bibliography.
Sanaa Spectra;
Beaseae; 6, iss, 43, s@, as, ei, 60, ?e, m ,  lie.
A H  deuterated bsaseaes: 119.
BnteuHLt ISS, IS.
Beasene-l,4-d8: ISS, SS.
Benaeae-l^O-djji 125, 16, SO*
Beaseas-1,8,4,8-64: ISS, SS.
B w m e 4 | :  6, ISS, ISS.
Toluene: 101, 118, SS, 42, 81, 46.
naorobsaseaei ISS, ISS.
Ohlerobeaseaes SOS, 1S4, ISO, SS3, 1S4.
Bromobenseae: 184, 228.
Xodobenaenes 134*
Aaillaet 108, SSS, 118, 886, 48.
Phenol: 118, 838, 103, 116, SSS, SSI.
Bltrobeaseasi ITS, 886, 48, SSS, SIS, 138.
Bemsaldehyds: SI, 117, SS, 83.
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BttWlitoUti 68, 80, 116, 160,
Sk<avlHMn«t9«i»i 106, 838, lie.
iBfmrsa aoaotra:
Bwtsaaai 81, 33, 186, 84, 146, 38, 78, 89, 89,
70, 186, 30, 193, U, 190, 288, 107. 
BBW W W ^l 19.
4**4jg-i le, 130.
16, 80.
Banzana-l,2,4,5-d,t: 18, ISO.
81, 38, 18*
Tolnetltt: 89, 83, 66, 107, 70, 130, 109, 88, 818,
809, 187, 148, 30, 182, 183, 189, 86, 27,
46, 47,
Tluorobanzone: 127, 186, 137.
CblMeobanasana: 187, 188, 129, 137, 34, 83, 84, 40,
107, 70, 809, 31, 87, 86.
Brcmobaasaaa: 187, 18S, 189, 34, 168, 83, 84, 40,
70, 209, 31, 87, 86. 
ftxtobaazaoai 187, 186, 189, 168, 40, 70, 809, 27, 86.
UlllMi 59, 64, 63, 67, 180, 68, 66, 39, 36, 110,
74, 109, 189, 188, 37, 831, 86, 27. 
Bva9«re*nllia«<(JfcHDg)s 331.
mmteUt 160, 83, 107, 97, 838, 14, IS, 61, 131, 1!%,
137, 839, 840, 75, 88, 68, 186, 189, 41,
831, 883.
Hitrobanssena: S3, 84, 107, 180, 63, 70, 309, 306,
140, 163, 139, 26, 87.
Bcnatltehytet 69, 68, 61, 888, 188, 139. 
Ha&saoltrll*: 899, 77, 36, 188, 189, 86, 27, 80.
HanrlSMPMItM! 87, 36, 76.
iwt PltraTlolat absorption m w t w  eg tfao vapor*:
Banzana: 86, 87, 318, 89, 136, 177, 118, 44, 176,
816, 171, 181, 180, 48.
B«Bzaaa>df: 166, 801.
Tolu«a«: 90, 138, 106, 78.
jFluorobenaana: 808, 837,
Chlorobannana: 01, 9, SOS, 180.
Brcaobtaz»ae; 178, 834, 138, 8, 337,
Xodflfea&swmt 174, 10}*
Anllina: 184, 94, 98, 1%, 106, 814, 199, 198,
804, 71.
Htneli 178, 384, 98, 188, 106, 10, 193, 80,
199, 384, 198, 141. 
lltrAMMWt 334, ITS, 194.
B«tS6l6«br46S 389, 179, 1, 138, S3, 199, 308, 810.
BeBse&itrilei 188, 173, 808, 147.
lfe«nylM*«*ptani 68.
neetreale Balaalon Speetwi
Brmabaaasasi 191* XS2. 
lodobanaanas
Anilines 14S» 170, 167, 169, m.9, M 0 # 216, 158,
probation of this aacporimsat&X data it ha® haw nsoaaaary 
n r  at to consider tha »ors sinpla infrayai asl Kana spectra 
and than to use thasa resultm to interpret t&a more ocas** 
pi ox ultraviolet apastra* fba moments or Inertia or 
aromtis compounds ora so high that tha purely rotational 
spaotra lie ia tha extreme infrared and iiava not boon 
observed* Neither has it bam possible to find rotational 
lines in the near infrarod or ultraviolet spectra* fha 
only rotational of foots observed in these heavy mole*
msales have been the ©f ^  tad ib»Bra»eh
maxima in the Infrared, and the forma tioa of rotational 
l»nB head* in the ultraviolet* In a m y  this simplifies 
the interpretation ©f these speetra sines the near infre* 
red sad the Haastt spectra ess he interprets ted ss 
due te vibrations el©me* end the ultraviolet 
eleetronietransltions with superimposed vibrations*
One of the nest important advances in the theore- 
tleal treatment of hen sens asm in 1054 when E* Bright 
Wilson Jr* applied group theory and calculated the modes 
of vibration of the molecule* k short summary of his 
trestaaat follows
hexagon as the model for the mol souls* there are 34 
possible symmetry
r
<2
F U
R
X<1)— identity*
Q (l)~rstation 
3
Cg(3}~r©tation 
06{3)~rotstion 
Op* (3) ^rotation
IS
7T about the six-fold axis*
£ &TT/3 about the six-fold axis* 
±77><3? about the sl**fol«i axis* 
by TT about axes F, B.
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)~rotat ion la^ 7T about «3t#s f* U* T* 
i(l)~i«wersio*i.
(7£ (l}-~reflection i» the plane of* the molecule* 
S^ jSl-^ TOtBsry^ rofleotlon about the aix-fold aria 
S3(a)~rotary«r ©flection about the air-fold mtm by 
0^’1 < S )«*~refie©t ion in planes D, f* 0*
0 '^ (3>-~reflaGtioa in planes a* b» 0*
These operations tom the point group D^» fbo table 
on page 00 glv#s the characters* /(• * for the twelve 
irreduc ibl© represent®t ione of %h* Wilson then 
calculated the normal modes of vibration of the 
molecule. Hie forms ere as follows* lit arrows 
the direction lu which the nuclei are moving at a carta la 
instant of time* The symbol f- is used if the nucleus 
is mowing upward os a Hue perpendicular to the paper 
a ad the symbol « is used if the nucleus is moving 
downward. Forms 6a®* ?&*« and t&* must be combined
to give four true modes, end lSa% Its*, and B0a* must be 
similarly combined.
j w .
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Sins© seTeral of these ferae are mot complete 
Tlbratloas and sines the numbering doom mot agree with 
the more system tie method, the forms and species as 
given by Her®berg ere also listed (95) i

Calculating from the number of atoms in the mole- 
9«li| benzene should here# thirty normal f ilrslimt 
iei#ii» to symmetry* ten of the vibrations are 
daubly dtgoamlt, leaving twenty aoittl frequencies
the following vibrations* mine Herzberg*s notation* 
cause a change la the polar!zahility of the molecule, 
and should be active la the Ham a speetmms w^t v^ * 
fji*! *1$** *XV*» ^18** vibrations marked
with an asterisk should he depolarized* the others 
polarised* the following vibrations should he as tire 
in the infrared? v^, v^g, v^g* v^4*
With this theoretical background let us turn to 
tee spectroscopic evidence eoiaeernlng the at rue tare
of benzene* as summarised by Kerzberg{93)* it is to he 
meted that the following reasoning Is based on vibra­
tional spectra, and therefore takes into account the 
u l a ^ s t  of electronic reams ting forms only as they 
affect the equilibrium posit Iona of the sue lei* fhe 
motions of the electrons during resonance are mush too 
rapid to he dstseted by such methods! only their 
probability distribution in space la effective* Four 
different ben sane models have been considered at one 
time or another* If the bonds in the Jcekule model are 
fixed* this model has the symmetry 8^ * If it Is assumed 
that a rapid resonance takes place so that all of the 
oar boa-1 o-ca r ham bonds in benzene ere equivalent* and
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also that all of the oarbon and hydrogen atoms lie In 
oaa plana, the plane hexagonal model, of symmetry 
is obtained. If the benzene ring is puofeered, as shown 
in the figure holes, the molaeule will belong to point 
group jg^ * finally, if the plane of the hydrogens is 
displaced along the sir-fold axis, the point group will he
the ntiaher end degeneracy as well as the approximate 
freguenoies of the fundamentals are the same for all 
fear models. In order te deoids whieh model is earroot 
one has te eeapsre the four sets of aslsotlon rules with 
the observed infrared end Raman speotra. Dgh prediets 
seven aetiwe fundamentals in the Usman with five of them 
depolarised, and four satire fundamentals in the infra­
red• Sines models Dg^ and °sd hare centers of symmetry 
no fundamentals should be satire in both the Raman and 
infrared* 0 ^  prediets 14 native fundamentals in the
tel 0 I.H the 
fundamentals in the
i9 tnd tea active 
predicts nine active 
eltSi five
0,
Mi totiti fundamentals it* the B m i  with ten 
end seven active fundamentals in the Infrared# 
should he seven coincident frequencies for 0*%** «ii seven
O^* l$y a detailed consideration of every 
coincidence In the efcssrwed spectra, Xngold end asso* 
einhea (5) shewed that there Is no coiaclienee that is 
sisnifieant enough to rule net the models having a 
of symmetry* there ere 
lines* agreeing only with 
fsaim^tils are observed for C^ D^ i of 
In OgBg one sen he explained as being M e  to 
reseasmse with a combination frequency* 4 study of the 
Mass spectra of substituted benzene® by scohlrausoh 
(113) shoved that the variation in the number of lines 
One to symmetry differences could be explained only by 
assuming the structure for ben sane« When the pro­
duct rule is applied to the vibrations of and 
the sa Xenia tad and experimental values of the product 
ratios agree within one or two per cent for the various 
species of 2>^» xt is apparent that the spectroseopic 
evidence is overwhelainnlv In favor of thefimmmmmrnSmmtmmtmm wawma    m *» M'h>i»w*w
hexagonal jQlSffilBSb %h* benzene*
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The frequencies ef the nine inaotiv# vibration# 
hair# been calculated in various ways* by use of the 
product rule* by use of a valencs««fQra© potential 
system* and by use of a more general f020# system®
Htser and Scott {161} toy# id ant if led certain vibration® 
with vary weak lima# found in the Haman spectrum*
Ian# oath and lord (18$) tove calculated aorta in fraquea~> 
etes by comparison with the speotra of the deuierated 
bcnsenes* Moat of those deliberated bensenes have a lower 
symmetry than benzene itself; and show many more active 
fundamentals in the Human and Infrared*
the valence fore# method too involved the esleula* 
tlon of sin for©# constants from observed or otherwise 
calculated frequencies* followed by the us# of these 
for## constants to calculate the inactive frequencies* 
This potential system m e  first set up by Wilson (85S}» 
and the actual calculation of force constants and in** 
active frequencies to# been carried out by KohXrauaoh 
(118) and by Lord and Andrews $!&!}* The calculations 
of Lord and Andrews are more complete and probably 
mere accurate sine# better data was available* Their 
force constants are as follows:
Displacement Type cuHfe 0&D#
constant constant
QmQ stretching 7*5® 7,6®
0HEI stretching 6* os 5* 11
49
o-C bending// 0.69
C-H bending// 0.76
o-c bending4- 0* 29
C-H beading4- 0.34
0.89
0.78
0.68
0.34
centimeter. The symbols II and 4- Indicate that the 
displacement is parallel or perpendicralar to the plane 
of the riag. 'Hie agreement between the force constants 
for the two molecules is rather good.
Mannabaoic (134) has set up the most general po- 
taatlel fansties possible for benzene. Lack of ex­
perimental data prevented actual calculations of foroe 
constants. When the Bamaa spectra of all of the deuter- 
eted benzenes became available due to the mxrk of xnng*» 
aeth and lord (185). Bak (88) made actual calculations. 
Bis potential system contained 34 foroe constants, and 
he was able to calculate numerical values for IS of them. 
With these 13 constants he calculated eight frequencies 
for benzene.
Recently, Herzf eld, Xngold, and Poole (96) have 
made a complete assignment of the vibrations based on the 
use of the product rule along with data on the frequen­
cies active in less symmetrical benzenes. A comparison 
of the different assignments for the inactive frequencies 
follows:
50
B
B
Humbar Bpeol«a
r
t
8
9
10 
19 
80 
5
Andrews at lord
Mtsov
& Boot* Bak
8000
1010
1580
5051*8 5050
1015*0 1010 
1005*1 985
954
1145
1150
1598
1170
1190
845
405
1199
1110 
849*9 970
404*0 408
For b*na«na~d6 th» asalgamants ot th» imctlvo fundamzi- 
tola are s» followas
Buabar Speeiaa lord 8 Laagsefcb
Aodrowa 8 Lord 5 BOOtt Harafeld,eto.
5 8894 15898 8858 8883*3 8890
5 950 958 99? 935*7 963
9 *** 1480 656 837 @37
8 Bs* 595 995 909 587 601
9 1844 1665 1571
10 B8tt 815 841 @35
19 % a 1070 590 790 689*3 793
80 »8U 514 350 530 351*1 833
8 A«g 990 930 1010 1087
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the product role can fee used to test these various 
ft«eiCUL#at*«....flEsrofftUL* lugold, and Poole have calculated 
the theoretical product ratios far the various species 
of vibrations* Iti following tsfele o amperes the observed 
protest ratios with the theoretical ones*
spec las Th«or«tioalR*6Jl® e^xperimentalRatio
1.414 1.404
l*Su i.ass 1.391
% * 1.866 1.283
1.989 1.908
s*, 1.996 1.970
Xa every ease the deviation from the theoretioal ratio is 
la the direction to fee expected If the vibrations are 
slightly aaharmofiie. the following table compares the 
theoretical product ratios with the m m  obtained from 
the vibration® assigned to the inactive fundamentals 
by various authors!
Species theoretical Lord & Lang as th Pitsser Herzfeld,
Batio Andrews & Lord & SQOtt BEtfe xagold»**«
1*286 1*280 1*286 1*284 1* 879
1# 414 1*402 1*408 1*894 1*418 1*401
1*414 1*899 1*411 1*413 1*383
% a 1*414 1*410 1*414 1*411
% 1* 414 1*402 1*421 1*426 1*481 1*40?
mtee frequencies osloulated by ®*k fall to agree with the 
product tele and oust he considered to he somewhat un­
reliable* tee frequencies calculated hr I#erd 004 Andrews 
agree very well with the product mile# hot wary widely la 
many eases from frequencies calculated from 4 out era ted 
derivatives by xngold end hie associates* When the force 
constants of lord cad Andrew® were weed to calculate cheer** 
wehle frequencies wide deviation® were found* therefore, 
their assignments alsomust he considered unreliable* 
tee assignments of Fitter and aoott in classes ®3u and 
®te ae* agree wite the product rule wary well* while 
thee# of La&gseth end herd fail to agree for classes «*» 
end A^. the assignment® of Herasfeld, Ingold, and Feels 
agree with the product rule in ell cases and have been 
tested with frequencies of other d cut era ted derivatives 
by Mans of this rule* However, it has not yet been 
shewn that their assignments ere consistent with 
thermodynamic data on the entropy of fceassae, nor has It 
heen shown teat these frequencies can he used to set up a 
self-consistent potential system* Until thla Is done 
there will be some doubt concerning the assignment of 
frequencies to the inactive vibrations of bensene*
tee Vibrations of Toluene: tee difficulties involved in
the eatemlstloa of the modes of vibration by means of 
group theory led to the study of the vibrations of
maicehimieal models of the molecules* This study m s  
first applied to toluene by foots mud Andrews (3X1)* 
jy a comperieon ot the vibrational frequcne tea of their mod- 
sis with the Baaan spaa tarn of t e m « ,  toluene, and 
the phenyl halides, they were able to observe several 
important correlations* In the ease of toluene they 
concluded that the SldesT^ frequency was due to the 
"waffiiag* of the methyl group, either in the plane of 
the rime or pM?p«wlle»l«w> to it. Tb« 5200m”-*- froquonoy 
was identified with the valence stretching vibration of 
the methyl group against the ring* The TSSeisrl frequency 
was identified with the following forms (the cross at the 
bottom represents the methyl group*
Other frequencies could not be Identified as readily. ' 
However* tee frequencies of the model must be rough 
approximations to tee frequencies of tee molecule 
when a scale factor is considered.
In 1943 FI tear and Scott (161) made a complete 
assignment of tee frequencies of toluene, although 
they met be considered as tentative and subject to 
further proof end revision. Their assignments are based 
upon their bensens assignments which are shown by appli-
54
cation of the protoot rule to bo somewhat imoou^ta.
As on approariraa11on they asmaisd that the laethyX group could 
be considered as an isotope of hydrogen? aud they applied 
the product rule to benzene, toluene* the ayXenss, sad 
jaeeitylene on this basis* In this way they war# abl© to 
assign frequencies to the vibrations of all these compounds 
by comparison with their Hamam spectra* the nodes of 
vibration according to Fitter and seott are as follows?
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ths methyl group motions are as follows;
§£I~~ symmetrical stretching*
!^~imsymetr io&X stretching*
113“  syiwa© tries! bending*
Me-^ uasymiaetr icei bending within the methyl group* 
MB~wagglag of the whole methyl group* 
fh© vibrational a alignments for toluene aocordiag to
Fitser ©ad Soott (lei} ©re as follows t
^ftdUs Hwatber frequenoy Activity
A1 1 1093 R<P)
Al i 3098
A% e© 531 8(p)
*% f* 1310 a<pj
* % 8ft 1303 R X
H 9© 1193 B{?) I
*% It TO8 R<P) I
H 13 3049
A1 18© 1030 a{p) I
A1 19© 1483 R(p) I
Al 30© 3080
A1 3C
A1 m 1380 R(P) X
H. m 3990
H 3 1383 R(«)
H 99 938 R(d) I
%%
%
44
14
15 
1©4
f.r
Hs
1133
1630
1070
n
n
1040
I
I
I
If
% M 1495 B X
% MS 4440
H 10a ©44 m
Az 16a 40S B(4)
^3 17a mm
Aa B X I 150*6
As ®tat X S 5.08
H 4 60S X
»8 S 943 X
** 104 730 n X
*2 11 216 B
»* 164 467 B(7)
% 174 ©90 B(4) X
% fu X r 350
50
Spwslaa number Frequency Activity
**
Bg m 1190 B(d) 1
% m 1455 B 1
% m 5950
A comparison shows that and aoott disagree in every
m m  with the assignments of tests and Andrews® sa*eh more 
experimental date in needed before the frequency assignments 
of toluene 0 1  he made with any certainty*
the Interpretation of the Kleotronlo Spectra of Beasene i 
tee eleotroaio spectra of substances in the liquid state 
or in solution are not suitable material for a theoretical 
analysis sines the sharp hands shares tori silo of the vapor 
spectra ere usually broadened and combined to give very 
diffuse hands* teerafors* It is necessary that the study 
he serried out in the vapor state* although it sometimes 
happens that a substance shows sharp bands in absorption 
at the extremely low temperatures of liquid air or hydrogen* 
tee modern phase of the study of the electronic spectra 
of beassae began when systematic studies were made of the nmf 
ultraviolet absorption spectrum of the vapor at various 
pressures using ft light source whioh gave a continuous 
speetrum in this region* see for example Witte {234}*
SChttls (193)* Henri (87* 66)* Henri analysed the 
spectrum into four series* corresponding to four differ**
50
eat eleotronio tmiiUaii with superimposed vibrational 
fnfam i u .  Otter workers have modified and extended 
these series; t list was gives by Mstiakowsky and 
Soloaoa {118). their series ere as follows: (a and p 
ere 0,1,8,...)
Cl) W a 38684 1~ 981.4a « 161p 
C») v S 37494 1- 981.4s » 161p
(3) ▼ = 33834 t 981.4a - 161{>
(4) V S 37486 t 981.4a -  106p 
(8) VS  38636 f  980a -  168p 
(6) V S 39649 f  980a
The flaoreso eno e sf bee sens and benzene-d^ have been 
stndied ty Ingold sad Wilson (103). Their series are 
as folleve:
Ter beaseae:
(1) V S 37473 - 990.4a - 160.8p 
(8) v s 88833 - 990.4a - 160.8p 
(3) V S 38607 - 990.4a » 160.8p
For bea*eBa~d<s;
(1) V S 87709 - 94813a - 141.8p
(8) V S 38707 - 948.8a - 141.8p
(3) V S 38788 - 948.8a - 141.8p
Austin and Blaok (18) have fitted the data on the Tesla
laaiaeseease speotrum of benzene into the following 
six series:
60
(I) V m 37465 t
(*} v * s t 9»4a
{3} V S  37485 -
(4) V • 37425 <*
{0} V X 36499 - 091a * 168p
(6) V * 06412 - 991» - 16Bp
fh# notl obvious way of interpreting these spectre is to 
assume that each series oorresponde to an electronic tr&na- 
itlai with various superimposed vibrational levels*
However, this necessitates the assumption of a vibrational 
frequency of 166 In the ground state of bsnsens, which 
contradicts the entropy measurements of Lord and Andrews 
(131). Also it contradict® the rule 
state of most molecules 1® singlet, 
terms combine only with singlet terns*
Ktstialcewsfcy and Solomon {116} eliminated these 
difficulties by assuming only w e  upper electronic 
level lying 39494csfl above the ground state* 
eaTl spas lugs were assumed to be due to transitions 
from a 404 level in the ground state to a 644 excited 
state level* the various absorption series were inter­
preted as follows!
{13 V X 99494 r 1133 + 961.4® - (404-944 }p
(8) V Z 99494 r 921.4a - (404-244)p
(9) V Z 39494 f- 1193 - (609-929} -h 921»4a - (404-844)p
(4} V Z 39494 - (609-929}f- 981*4n - (404-844)p
ei
Strlia {$) and (#} were not included in the iaterprcta** 
tloi* ftr usln@ tli# following ground state and excited 
•tat# levels* the various spectra war# partially inter** 
i^etedt
1164
with pert of this analysis. They point ad out that tha 
374S6eaTi tend (37464 by Henri*® uncorrected measurement) 
does met appear In the low temperature (~S6t°e} measure** 
meats ©f Kronenberger (160)* Therefore, It must arise 
from a vibrattonally excited state, in direct contra® 
diction to the analysis by Kiatiakotrsky and Solomon, 
Spaaer at al (303) analysed the beaset&e spectrum as 
fellows* The absorption corresponds to the forbidden 
transition, ^Bgn (the superscripts Indicate the
multiplicity of the states and the remainder of the 
symbol indicates their aytnmetry). Group theoretical 
considers time show that this transition is made allowed 
only when vibrations of symmetry character or isgg
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fhe frequency of the totally symmetrical O-vlbratiem in 
the ground state is ftftftesrl* fhia becomes ftftftmT^  in 
the exalted state* The frequency of the totally symmetric* 
eel S-vibratlon in me excited state is ftMJfenr* (SOdftearl 
is m e  ground stste). An % u vibration has the frequency 
400om-l which %mmmm 340 In the excited state* A doublet 
wee found (tends 36497 and 3647©) corresponding to the 
Feral degeneracy of the transitions 1596 0 and 998 *■ 606 -?
0. in the spectrum of 0$ %  only a single tend eerree** 
ponding to 947 f 879 -> 0 is found in this region, this 
agrees with the Fermi resonance observed in the Hamn 
spec tram of C$Hg hut not in G$12$» This explana tion nay 
also he used for the resonance and high pressure fluores­
cence spectra. A similar explanation has been offered 
hr Spoiler for the spectrum of Cg%(801)«
% e  interpretation by sponer, irerdheim* sklar* and 
feller is very reasonable except in one point* it is 
difficult to believe that the frequency of the totally 
syianfttriaal H-vibretion would decrease by 49?om~** (16® M) 
on going to an welted state, when the electrons of the 
ear bon ring are chiefly involved in the excitation*
The frequency of the totally symmetrical carbon vibration*
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and Itfito and Th© moat raaant study is that
of ainabwg* Robsrtson, ana Sfetsam {73J* i m l  and 
Walter (90) assigned tfe® strong lima at 3?49$nr& 
tuBsorreoted} to th© vibrationises transition* 
assignment boo bow supported by all other investigators. 
W&mkt found that of the fro^aomoloa found 1m the
fHusanapeetruis war# also pres ant in the ultraviolet 
absorption, Those vara the 781, 623* §17, and 334 limes. 
The data of Savard (XS5) bos boon analysed by sye&er as 
fellows*
yrequeney Assignment
37473 vs 0,0
37938 a ««e
37009 a 587
38491 vs 930
3843b s 965
38065 s 1193
38989 m 587 ^  950
38968 a 887 + 965
39191 m 887 f- 1198
39338 » 8(950}
09363 m 950 +- 968
39397 m-w 8(985}
39595 m 980 f- 1193
39688 a 968 t 1193
40396 W 8(930) +■ 963
MShe assigned the ay&SBsetry Os to toluene and concluded 
that the near ultraviolet absorption corresponded to an 
allowed transition* fhe band at Stoearl (37999 s) wee 
considered to he a forbidden transition; the earn© one 
(at SWiari) responsible for the sarisbance of the mar 
ultraviolet benzene spectrum* In the ground state this 
vibration has frequencies 0O6-62S In all of the mono- 
halogen* ted baim«s» In toluene there are progressions 
with differences of 930,942* and XXtSearl superimposed 
m  tea first toe groups* irotably, these are 100$* 1030* 
ant ISiaesr* in the ground state*
Gineburg, Hebertson* and Motsen observed the follow­
ing ground-state fundamentals^ 514, 6S0# 785* 1003* 1015* 
H09; and the following excited-state fundamentals* 455* 
528* 751 # 932, 954* 1189* may interpreted the frequen- 
•lea of to ami 17Som*l on toe long wave length side of 
the 0,0 tend as being due to 1-1 transitions*
The Theoretical Calculation of the glee trouts mariy 
levels of Benzeae and Its Berlvetivesi Theoretical values 
for the energy levels of bea&ane have been obtained by 
four different methods* Shier (SCO) has used the 
method of localized electron pairs (Heitler-^ondon- 
Sleter-Bftuling method}« Goeppert-Mayer add Sklar (73} 
have used the moleeular orbital method (Mund-Mulliken- 
Huekel method}* Harriet (91) has used a classical method
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Sklar {199t 198, 199) Its* extended the molecular orbital 
method to benzene derivatives. Wo quantitative 
latloaa at energy levels were wade, but it was concluded 
that the forbidden transition (2800A region) in benzene 
would be made allowed la the Konoaubctltutea derivatives 
due to the deatruotlon of the aix-fold symmetry of the 
■Alesule* this should increase the intensity of absorp­
tion la the 8600A region. Such an effeot has actually 
been observed; It is particularly pronounced when the 
substituent sen donate electrons to the ring, thereby 
contributing additional resonance forms*
Haarici (91) treated the problem classically on the 
basis of eleetroa-eloud vibrations. He calculated the 
upper limit of the absorption of benzene to lie at SQOQA.
The absorption band at 8000A should correspond to an 
electronic vibration perpendicular to the plans of the 
aaleeule, while the band at 8600A is due to vibrations 
parallel to tha plane of the rings
Sohmldt (187* 188) asmimed that the six loose 
*1eatrone la feeaae&e ere "free” eln&e the ®ero~point 
t&ergf of fcsaasiis is greater than the binding energy 
Then he lmglaed that these eleotrons were plaoed in a 
oylladrleal wboxM (In the quantum-meohanioal sense) 
and applied the Sohroedlnger equation to oalonlate the energy 
levels* The levels for two different eases are as 
followoe (is eleotron volts shove the ground level)
Box of Infinite height: 7.87, 13.65, 17.87, SO.64.
Box of finite heights 7.27, 13.63, 16.5.
Only the lower levels are Slven. the 3500a "band of benzene 
corresponds to the transition from the 13.63 to the 17.87 
electron volt level.
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x n m n e u .  PART
Preparation of the Compounds 3 Toluene was purified as 
fellows: Three pounds of Heroic*a "Beegent Toluene**
m e  stirred mechanically with one pound of concentrated 
sulfuric mold for one-half hoar to insure the remoral of 
sulfur eontaining compound a. The sulfuric acid layer 
m e  separated using a separatory funnel! the toluene 
layer m s  washed twins with distilled water, ones with 
dilute sodium hydro*ids solution, twice with water, and 
dried for three hours over anhydrous calcium chloride 
followed by overnight drying over metallic sodium* The 
toluene m s  then fractionally distilled using a fifteen 
plate ell glass column* A middle fraction of 1340 ml
P 76 O /tH W f,
boiling at 110*6 0 at TOsnt pressure m e  collected* a 
refractive indew ) of 1*4956 was found for this fraction* 
Timmermans amd Hart in found e refractive index of 1*4970 
fly interpolation between their results at 15*and 30*0)* 
ggleff gives a weighted average of 1*49634 for the refrac­
tive index* evidently the fraction was not pure even though 
its boiling point checked with that given by igloff* 
Therefore, the toluene middle fraction was further purified* 
In a three-liter, three-necked baloon flask, equipped 
with s mercury seel stirrer and a reflux condenser were 
placed the 1340 ml of purified toluene and 735m* of con­
centrated sulfuric acid* The mixture was refluxad with
stirring fey three Then it was poured while still
hot into four 11 tors of water* The u » m « M  liquid mm* 
separated end discarded (about SGml.). The aqueous layer 
was heated to boiling and saturated with sodium chloride 
W  adding the solid* A slight amount of water In excess was 
than added and the solution was cooled in ice* crystalline 
flakes of sodium p^toluene sulfonate separated* The 
crystals wars col looted mu a Buchner funnel* sucked mm 
dry as possible and finally dried In the 110 Q mmn 
evemiglit* This should remove any volatile liquid still 
adhering to the crystals* The purified sodium p~toluene 
sulfonate was placed In i S liter flask; BOOml of water 
dud 400ml of concentrated sulfuric acid were added and 
the mixture was steam distilled as long as appreciable 
amounts of oil came ever* The toluene layer in the 
distillate was separated using a separatory funnel and 
washed with water* 10# Ha OK solution* water* five times 
with concentrated sulfuric acid* once with water* again 
with dilute Jte€R» and finally with water. The toluene 
was given a preliminary drying over calcium chloride; 
then was dried over sodium and was distilled from over 
sodium* the material boiled at 110.6* 0 (Bgloff gives 
110.56*0) and Timmermans and Hsirtln give 110.8*0). The 
refractive index ) was 1.4965 (igloff gives 1.49634 
and Timmermans and Martin give 1.4970 upon Interpolation)
TO
A yield of ZZQmX of purlfled toluene m e  obtained*
A H  ot the deutersted toluenes were prepared by 
the same general procedural the Griguard reagent was 
prepared from the appropriate halogensted toluene and 
this reagent m s  treated with the oaloulated amount 
of heavy water* the preparation or tolueae-4-d is 
given as an example*
Seven and one-tenth grams of magnesium was placed in 
a 000ml round-bottomed flash equipped with a calcium 
chloride tuba* 5he flask was warmed with a flame and 
allowed to eeel with the calcium chloride tuba still in 
place* the calcium chloride tube was replaced by a condenser 
ceded with circulating ice water* Above the condenser 
was a separatory funnel whose top was fitted with a 
eelelum-chloride-soda-llme tabs# Five milliliters of 
p-hremeteiwene {Bastssan Kodak9s beet grade) and led 
of absolute ether were added through the separatory funnel* 
Reaction began so the remainder of the p-bromotoluene 
(SOg in all dissolved in a total of l&3ml of absolute 
ether) was added at such a rate that the ether boiled 
quietly* After the p-bromotoluene had all been added 
the reaction was allowed to continue until it finished* 
then the mixture was refluxed gently for half an hour*
Five and one-half milliliters of deuterium oxide (from 
Stuart Oxygen Co* 9 guaranteed to be at least 9®*$$ pure) 
wee added through the condenser and the reaction was
allowed to continue os til it Ialmost e«ui4« Then 
the miatter® was refluxed for urn hour to drive the 
reaction to completion* Hie condenser wee replaced with 
a distilling head equipped with an les~w&ter sealed 
condenser; the flask wee placed in an oil batef and 
the tessera tere wee gradually ra ised to 180° c# end kepi 
at that point until no more liquid distilled over* Hie 
distillate wee fractionated using a peeked eighteineh 
column* When the tempera ter e of the vapors rose to 50*0* 
the distillation wee discontinued* this distillate con­
tained meet of the ether and wee discarded* The residue 
m e  extracted six times by shaking with concentrated 
®C1 la a separatory funnel* This removed the remainder 
of the ether* Hie J$C1 was removed by shaking with watert 
sodium bicarbonate solution* and finally water again* The 
toluene layer m s  drM, first over CaCl^, and finally 
ever phosphorus pentoxide. It was then distilled using 
a mall distilling flask and condenser* A yield of 
about 15ml was obtained, boiling between 109° end 111°c«
The greater part of the middle fraction boiled at 110* 7~o 
and m s  used in tee absorption studies*
far the deuterated toluenes the following halogens ted 
compounds were used?
o~Brontotoluene -- > Toluene-S-d
m-Broaaotoluene -- * Toluene-S-d
p-Broaotoluene  > Toluene-4-d
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weaker ernes at the higher Xu order to raise
the vapor pressure of the toluene it was neesssayy to
heat the sells* For the SOcm ©ell this wee done by
placing the whole ©ell Inside of a thermos ta ted m m *
At first* the oae-xaeter ©ell «i« heated by a hot water
Jeskst* tat inter it wee fount that eleetrioal heating
using alohrome real eta no© wire is more satisfactory* the
absorption eell wee wrapped with ntohroise wire, end this
wee insulated froaa the sir by eebeetoe wrapping* m
expose*© time of three minutes wee used with the shorter
eeUs tat a six-minute exposure was needed when using 
the neter-long sell* fho pistes were developed at 1©°0
Is Eastman** B-19 for five minutes* washed with water* 
end fired with Eastman** F*9 solution* Then they were washed 
thoroughly with water for one-half how and allowed to 
dry* As a wave length standard the iron are waa photo­
graphed at the aide ef the absorption spectrum by using 
the Bartmsn dlaphra&s* The piste setting was left un­
disturbed between these two exposures*
A series of lines in the iron are were identified 
by eomparlson with prints supplied by Adam ffllger, Ltd*
These lines were seleeted so as to be approximately 10a apart* 
In some eases the M* X* T* neve Length Tables were found 
to be helpfol in identifying a line* On a spectrum plate 
the wave number seals semes mush nearer to being linear 
then does the mere, length seala* Therefore* instead of
TO
interpolating between the ware lengths of the iron lines* 
the interpolation wee made between their were numbers* 
This procedure is of advantage in other respects sines 
tee theoretical interpretation of the spectrum mast be 
made ©a a ware number basis* and the laborious e&iotaxa­
tion of were number from were length for each of the 
absorption lines is eliminated* in order to change the 
ware lengths ef the iron lines orer to wave numbers* the 
data of Kesters and lamp© on the refractive index of air 
m s  used* This is as follows {referring to dry air at
0 74
15 0 and sms pressure)5
Bare Length {a ~ Dio
2000 5515*7
5000 5915.4
4000 5858*0
5000 8790.0
5000 2770.1
TOGO 8758*4
8000 2750.9
9000 8745.8
10000 8748*8
A plot was made of this data and a smooth curve was 
drawn between the points* This enabled the refractive 
index to be read at intermediate ware lengths. The 
following table has been taken from this curve. The 
values ot 1/a are Included since they are useful in the
»i $3
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w*v« iMgtt 
5835.689 
2815.888 
8804.521
8788.088 
3778.8*0 
8764.555 
8749.884 
8749.184 
8785.498 
8788.877 
8711.8S4
8899.108 
8890.071
8479.043 
8888.811 
8647.918
8888.058 
8857.798 
8643.428 
3838.598 
8632.838 
8688.448 
8414.494 
2613.883
W«7# BttMMHP
35379.18
55635.11
88444.14
55857.10 
55985.08 
36164.51 
84541.77
34568.83 
36546.85
36705.58
36866.87
37038.84
57188.88
37315.34 
37486.76
37471.89 
37853.72
37628.12
37789.88
57973.93
57979.13
38074.18
38834.84 
36846.6?
9474 I*«ngth 
8605.653 
8599.396 
8883.876 
8876.688 
8563.473 
8550.080 
8649.612 
2555.604 
8589.435
8587.108 
8619.687 
8510.835 
8501.698 
8601.189 
8488.143 
8480.158 
8479.478 
8478.344 
8470.966 
8457.895 
2484143 
8413.309 
8406.657
nave Ktna&ar
38346.58
38458.93 
38660.01
38797.88
36997.84 
39803.54 
39809.81
59486.43
59555.89 
59559.07 
39476.45
39815.35
39960.79
39969.88
40178.44
40507.79
40518.85
40436.15
40467.70
40677.88
41839.11 
41424.20
41538.70
were
Bre~by uaa of n wav©
elsiox* instruments)* tli© tot# numbers ef 
Ua*a were by Xnberpola 11 on between the known
wave H M m u  ©f the iron lines listed in the table* 
Intensities were by use of a taeda and
Horthrup Recording Bioteelectri© Mtisr ©phot catler* 
fti mior opho t omet©r gives a direst Biaaauressut of the 
optical density of the specfcr©graphic plate# It baa beau 
shown that* for intermediate densities, the optical 
density la directly proportional to tba logarithm of the 
light intensity* If the exposure tin© la keptrconstant 
this earn ba expressed aa follows*
D,Lqj T, _  
7L o i T * D*
Q k )
A m  Z la tta lat malty and S la tits option! deaslty. 
Aoserdins to Ss«r*«, Law, the following ralationattip holds:
I = Ta lo-£e/
<?0
Where X la the intensity of the light which passes through 
an absorbing medium, l0 la the intensity of the incident 
light, e is the concentration of the absorbing material,
1 is the length of the absorbing path, and £ la a oon» 
atant called the molecular absorption coefficient*
81
ant 18
obtained
£ »  ~  £ ,  -
p, -  o.
e )
Ot)
It the subscripts refer to a ware 
aateri&l dee# net absorb, £, ~ Q ant
nanism (% 86 Btaetiam If beeeneai
Dim ' D_£ ~ rnC- I
1» a
Qt>
Where £  %m the raleeuler absorption eoeffieleat at any 
m m  length, & is the density at the plate at that m m  
length «ai %  is the density at the plat# in a xagioa 
where the sabs tame does not absorb* When aquation 1© 
m a  taste# using the wleroflietes&eter curves obtained 
fme the plates showing the absorption apeetm at the 
tca«9B««t it m s  found that £  is not sons tent but varies 
with the pressure? the higher the pressure the 1ms is 
£  * This Indiestee that Beat* a law is wet obeys#!
the lime ate broaden# am# the m i a a  a m  flatten## with 
iHarassing pressure* Supposedly* this phenomenon is due 
to the perturbation of the fame fields of the moleoules by 
the neighboring meleswles* if this Is the ease, Beer*# 
law night held if the Integrated intensities of the lines 
worn esnsidered instead of the strength ef the asxim*
8 3
However, the lines were too close together to enable the 
integrated intensities to he measured with any degree of ae~ 
suraey, although it wee noted that £  wee much more eoutut 
for the Integrated Intensities that could he measured*
In the fees of these difficulties a. compromise procedure 
toe been worked out* For each compound* the strongest 
line (in each ease the vibratlonlcss transition) was 
artetrarily assigned an £  value of looof and the 
values of all the other lines were determined relative 
to tela line* hue to the great range of intensities, it 
m s  not possible to compare all lines at the same pressure* 
Therefore, the strong lines were s oagiered at low pres mires, 
one of them m s  taken as standard for the next higher 
pressure, one of this new group for the next higher 
pressure, etc* until the whole Intensity range was 
covered* seidently, the use of this method Is equivalent 
to the assumption that all of the lines are affected 
in the same m y  by an increase in pressure* This assump­
tion is only a very rough approximation, hut It is much 
better than is Beer's Law, and It enables intensities 
of a roughly quantitative nature to he determined®
The intensity measurements are also complicated by 
overlapping of the tends and by the presence of con** 
tinuows absorption* The intensities determined by the 
method of the preceding paragraph do not take these 
falter* iat* it a weak: band were present
83
w  tee mimoulder of a strong o»e* tha previous procedure 
would give it an intensity ®ii ont of proportion to that 
it would have if it war# present alone* Therefore, a 
different type of intensity measurement has also been 
made, taking into account the overlapping of tenia and 
tee presence of continuous absorption* instead of 
t e m l n E  tee difference in density between any par"" 
tloular tend ate tee mrlami plate density* tee differ* 
ease in density between tee maximum of tee tend end 
tee continuum at its foot tee been measured# for ever* 
lapping tends tele prsee&ere Involves drawing In the 
shape which a strong tend would have if it were not over* 
lapped by a wester me# Therefore, tee method la not 
entirely objective but is subject to tee ehoiee of tee 
investigator for the shape of the curve# Hone the less, * 
it is believed that this method gives intensities nearer 
to the Intensities that tee tends would have If they 
were net overlapped*
gacpsriaantal Basalts? The following tables give tee 
wave numbers and intensities for each of the compounds 
studied* intensities ere reported in both weysj lm 
gives tee total height of the maximum while I give® 
the height of tee maximum above tee intensity of the 
surrounding spectrum# is more important in determining 
the conditions at which the band was measured while I
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Number Diff o I Interpretation
35195 2283 0.008
55690 1733 0.088 0.055 1003 + 787 s 17tO
3S853 1625 0« 115 00 053 1003 Y 334 S 1337
55897 1581 0.135 00053
35950 1588 0.164 00 055 1003 Y 580 3 1353
36039 1439 0* 33 00 053
36070 1408 0*44 0*43 787 Y 334 Z 1411
36093 1385 0* SB 0. 75 1310 Y 177 # 1387
361X9 1359 0.60 0*43 1210 Y 149 • 1339
36145 1333 0.66 0.053 1210 Y 120 - 1350
36X76 1302 0*08 0* 21 1210 Y 91 ~ 1501
36810 1268 o*m 0.88 1210 Y 60 - 1270
36268 1210 1.78 2.95 Fundamental
36300 1178 2.08 8.33 1003 -h 177 = XIBO f 
Fundamental ?
363X7
36328
1166
X1SG
2*00 0*53
1003 Y 149 ® 1152
33345
36397
1133
1121
2.50 1.90
1005 y 120 * 1123
36419 1059 0*00 0.51 1003 Y 60 =r 1063
36475 1003 4.83 7.1 Fundaiaental
36499 983 5*70 3.04 803 Y 177 = 980 t 
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Observed
Mire
Number 3t«* !» 1
37478 0*0 1000 1000
37493 13 149 64*0
37334 48 139 5*8
37539 61 140 19*7
37585 107 145 10.5
37484 146 139 10*5
37651 175 145 84*7
37704 238 143 19*7
37750 281 184 56*8
37784 308 nm 10*3
37307 389 850 81* 9
37629 331 236 57.6
37343 370 233 11*7
37856 300 848 86* 2
37871 393 854 1*2
37916 438 382 97.6
57038 457 411 515
37943 470 308 58*4
37997 519
930
488 421
53031 573 137 56.7
86088 610 135 77W
38111 633 ISO Tff
Interprets t i on 
Tibratioaless transition
550 - 177 =z
550 - 60 ^ 470
Fundamental
755 - 177 - 876 
783 - 149 =: 604 
753 - 120 ^ 638
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Observed
War*
mmb&r ©Iff*
3886© 1390
88899 1481
38939 1451
3898© 14S0
38970 1493
38983 1503
39050 1578
39184 1540
39143 1533
39143 1685
39800 1788
39343 1853
39374 1890
39403 1935
39418 1934
39514 3035
39541 2063
39500 3188
39534 2156
39391 3313
39783 2245
39777 2299
1
875 94*6
351 61*7
401 181
329 30*0
342 326
827 ©2*6
887
870
270
51*2
44*0
361 33*6
314 160
343 78*1
375 210
513 115
333 113
232 85.6
261 19*2
382 144
333 113
270 38*4
246 04*0
249 12*8
laterj>r»ta ti oa 
497 7 998 = 1990 
497 7 999 =■ 1428 
930 * 933 = 1463
830 7 996 - 1499 
979 7 530 = 1809 
Fundamental
733 f- 969 - 1669 
1722 - 60 = 1662
783 7- 988 ~ 1606
1186 7- 830 = 1710
2 X 938 ~ 106 6
933 7- 966 =* 1099
2 X 966 - 1932
1180 7 933 - 2121 
1108 7 9@6 = 2154 
1260 7 933 = 2813 
I860 7 966 - 8246 
1368 7 933 - 8301

Qbservad
Wav*
SUmbar Si«* I
36226 1261 vvw m
36270 1211 VTf v w
36287 1800 vw w
3048* 1003 13*8 4*07
304*0 1068 12*1 2*0
36541 @46 14*1 0*65
36598 889 18*1 0*98
30051 850 19*1 0* 05
36684 803 28*9 6*9
30711 770 33*7 32*0
30800 687 35*8 4*0
30861 626 54*9 64*0
3691* 573 45*4 1*1
30973 514 66*1 60*0
3708* 435 66,1 8*0
37131 356 134 16*0
37159 5*6 139 24*0
37*00 279 181 28*0
37847 840 199 17*3
37308 179 414 187
37335 158 236 39*3
37363 124 862 14*7
1200 * 60 = 1*6X
074
179 -h 97 - 
17® * 00 - 209 
Difference
a x 00 -
ta
Toluene tX ismad
Waire
llumber m m * 1
37890 9? 304 7.3
37422 63 493 91.0
3740? 0,0 1000 1000
37507 00 im 7.0
57506 109 100 7.0
57056 169 176 10*5
57704 a?? 864 XX* O
37?fl 504 871 11.0
37857 349 093 47.7
37873 385 303 85*7
37938 451 50? 808
58013 386 603 558
58109 688 871 7*3
58173 683 878 3.7
38006 701 559
38006 789 544
44*0
56045 736 389 14*7
58070 763 344 44.0
36306 818 344 11*0
58555 868 475 11.0
3841? 930 ©06 404
58448 961 604 466
Interpretation
Dlffemo#
Difference
Tltoatioal^as transition
m i  - i n  - mz
030 - 179 - 04? 
451 -* 00 = 080
T^ffct« »tft Jfc *■* .k  iit *vFua^TOiiwl
Fundamoiital
Fundamental
001 - 179 ~ 788
050 « 00 -©05
Fundamental
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Wave
Biff. I
m n m
8X78
8801
444
446
99*0
59888 3345 380 36.7
39874 8387 318 40.3
39903 84X4 8X4 147
40X84 8437 848 80,6
40156 8471 848 89*3
40308 8821 875 80.6
405S4 3067 883 161
Shtmbevm Mtt, X* I
36898 1218 f W fit
86384 1189 v w
S6S91 1188 mrw irwt
56417 1096 f W w
86466 1047 6*6
36476 1030 0*8 0*34
36496 1010 9*3 0*47
36019 994 11*0 7*0©
36334 979 9*9 0*47
36358 900 11*4 4.74
1081 024 11*6 1*09
06606 907 13.0 0*54
36634 079 19*0 0*04
36663 060 03*0 0*64
36067 846 26*6 0*00
36692 821 27*4 3.25
36718 790 34*8
57*4
36727 700 30*0
30702 701 26*3 2* 16
30773 738 27.0 3*25
30704 729 29*7 2*10
994 + 147 = 1161
994 i-m = 1088 f
mOfeaeprad
weir#
®6l8!3oSf® Biff* *» 1
36795 71® T W W f
36801 712 W » Tff
36043 670 53*0 41* 7
667 41.1 15*6
368B5 61® 87*7 63.6
3S934 379 50*8 20*9
SA9S9 354 55*3 20*9
8o¥fe 315 79 57*4
37053 461 7 W W
57121 392 120 14*6
3717® 333 157 31*3
37330 365 237 31*3
37373 239 322 30.0
37337 336 317 30*0
37508 211 314 53.®
37340 167 461 126
37303 131 344 0.6
37373 140 37® 47*1
37594 119 409 38*7
37433 91 621 04.®
37455 3® 704 14®
37430 35 TO© 11®
37313 0*0 1000 1000
Interpretation
FundameEtal
167 s a =r 534 
167  ^91 - 038
itf v- m  = ias
Difference 
80 * 93. = 149
3 3C 58 -=r 113
Difference
Bifferenoe
Toluene f0#0)
yiferattonlseit transition
99
Toluene-2
0beer»e4
WeVO
Hwntowa mtt* *»
57530 17 849
37575 68 184
37630 117 807
37676 163 238
57722 209 271
37742 289 379
37774 861 331
37602 289 349
37826 313 333
37841 328 332
37871 336 412
37208 393 442
37936 423 536
37968 435 577
37979 466 437
38010 497 510
38029 316
634
38039 636
38048 533 TtW
38125 612 301
38141 628 301
38177 664 38©
30201 68$ 412
a— oontinued
46.9
31.8
36.3
31.3
9.8
31.3 
11.7
30.0 439 - 167 - 288
21.4 4SS - 140 ^ 315
34.3
49.1 526 - 167 = 359
34.3 455 - SB - 397
17.2 Toluene {457}
21.4 526 - 58 - 468
47.1 Toluene {530}
m
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40464 2951 S88 87.4
40883 307S 338 189
40600 3137 390 50.8
41418 3905 810 78.3
415S4 4081 801 180
XB^ ueueptxnjr
{989} •«*nxoi
499 - 99T •+ TSfl
884 s 8TT -4 029
m i  ~ m %  + oso maa
00s = 00 + on 
X^tumi^pnm
AAA
|S|^>i8pDa|
osot = es * toot
9401 rr 10 -f TOOT 
60TT - 0tT + TOOT
04T 9*04
AAA AAA
4*9 9*90
ITS 0*90
4*S f m
9*1 9*18
MAA 0*90
4*40 0*00
AAA 6*90
sni 0*T0
AAA ma'a
9*91 4*91
>48 9*Tt
0*0 o*ei
0*1 If*®
0*90 9*01
9*9 00*9
*** 41*0
9*9 14*9
99*4
AAA tt* ft
AAA
AAA MAA
X
089 X699S
369 99868
989 98808
40 4 90898
424 *8462
424 94498
484 99498
044 X9498
484 98498
9X8 66998
988 94998
948 98998
088 X6992
688 84998
496 98998
XOOX 0X896
stox 86998
SCOT 84998
8901 99998
890X 69998
960X 4X9S2
69XX 89898
902X 60898
•jytxe
®A»*
9»4£e»tQ
Observed
Hus&er m t t . h a X
96906 383 37.6 8.4
969% 533 42.7 4. 2
96990 391 60 100
3*000 491 31.9 35.3
3*093 413 83 8.4
3*1X9 392 93 33.3
37134 327 126 26.1
37044 267 161 33.3
37076 935 204 10.1
370% 025 204 18.1
37309 209 282 84. 2
37331 180 343
37343 166 340
189
37364 147 857 80.6
37399 119 280 88.4
37420 91 378 64*4
37430 39 468 ao |2| O.it D
37479 39 324 64.4
37311 0,0 1008 1000
37588 17 164 20.2
37370 39 IfW nrw
57803 092 262 28.8
37839 3 28 278 18.1
lao -b m  - aat 
i m  b 99 = n m
m  **91 = m o
8 X S S =  11B 
Olfferena®
BiffaranQ® 
Toluene (0*0) 
Tlbratlcmless transition*
498 - 166 ~ 892
J.OS
Wmtone Witt, I
XS* X
z*m$i 380 280 0*1
© m x 400 307 12*1
484 fWf w
37969 458 456 338
468 SI0.S
5000$ 4 m 393 36a 0
Sfff9 4 m 20a- 2
38027 516 464
3803? 586 471 452
38125 612 196 20*2
58181 670 37? 48* 6
38330 719 m s 115
m z m 737 3X8 44*4
38361 750 m w w
38510 799 379 36*8
38332 841 443 96*6
38367 ©56 393 27*6
33384 873 411 9*2
38415 902 500 96.6
38430 919 446 13*8
38444 933 468 10*6
.oa
799 - 59 — 740
0 ^ T O 2 * Y # d
OUT*
30478 967 027
38510 1008 580
58625 1X14 w w
38683 1178 469
38702 1101 440
38755 1244 483
» m 1260 058
38808 1807 078
36820 1309 m
38876 1363 415
38935 1424 421
38040 1438 Vtf
38953 1444 318
88972 1461 350
30001 1490 407
39083 1378 882
39144 1633 517
39104 1033 317
3919S 1085 332
59830 1719 333
39370 1759 303
39310 1803 353
39334 1383 rrw
I Interprets ties
80.2 u w  * MS - 1 000
r n  1178 «* 39 = 1113
216 FuMmentaX
la* 4
147 710 52© - 1245
f3{^ *3l 
80. 6 
m
98.6 641 t 58® = 1667
178 486 r 967 = 1426
902 f- 626 = I486
TT*
12.1
V*w Toluene (1492)
888 967 1- 826 = 1498
64*8 Fundamental
86.3
719 + 967 = 1666
101
8.1 799 + 967 = 1786
56.6 841 f 987 = 1808
WTT
on t inued
Observed
W&V9
tiumbmr Diff. 1 Interpretstion
3089? 1888 363 82.4 908 f 96? = I860
3948 1901 360 16.1
39439 1980 see US 8 x 98? — 1934
39460 1969 305 16.1 1178 7- ?9» =r 1971
39889 8018 38? 88. 8 1178 7- 041 = 8013
39599 8088 368 60.8 1844 + 841 = 8085
39881 2140 378 189 1178 + 96? = 2139
39718 8308 see 108 1844 + 96? =• 8811
39794 2263 310 86.3 799 + 626 f 98? =
39341 8330 SO? 88.7 1365 + 96? = 2338
39900 2369 878 88.8 1484 + 967 = 2391
39958 8447 88? 96.8
40048 2535 219 88.3
40X39 8818 224 88.2
40180 8677 819 44.4
40378 8768 819 84.8
40S00 8909 88? 18.1
40663 3081 848 181 Fundamental?
1 0 0
Observed
W&V6
lumber Diff.
06859 1858
86500 1811
56049 1168
36566 1145
06466 1046
30466 1045
56584 98?
06554 96?
36554 957
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06669 848
06694 817
0670? 804
36717 794
36787 784
30735 770
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36884 68?
1 X
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9*88 w w
11*0 0*1?
80.3 0*1?
80*3 0.17
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19*5 0.0?
13*5 w w
84*9 W f
87*8 WIST
34*7 w
37*0 0*09
38*1
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13*9
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m w w
w w w w
ttt w w
Bit erpreta ti© a
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784 + 1?6 = M O  
784 + 1?8 = 960 
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784 -h 116 = 900 
704 91 = 875
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Tolu&na (?a?)
01© ? 176 - 794 
Fundameatel 
61© +-159 - ??? 
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Toluene {684}
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1
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11.0
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sat - m  ^ 404
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Fundamental
744 « 140 “ §04 
744 * Ilf =* 4Ef 
744 - 99 ~ 60S 
Tuluen* (793) 
900 « Iff ~ 709 
Fundamental 
009 « 177 - 758 
909 - 100 - 778 
909 - 89 ~ 050 
059 - 59 - 075 
Fundamental 
Fundamental
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Tolu*B»-4-d~»ooatinu»d
0b*orve*
ww,
Sui*b*r 8 i m 1 ©a
38*T8 941 539 307 Fundamental?
SMS? 1014 443 137 1190 - 177 - 1013
38344 1033 340 37,5 1190 - 100 =: 1030
1074 494 28*0 1190 - 117 - 1073
36606 1093 480 33,0 1190 * 98 = 1098
36645 1134 339 16*5 1190 - 89 =s 1161
36669 1130 TVW 7VW ToXuea© (1180)
38701 1190 $03 484 Fundamental
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38781 1970 693 338 744 7- 323 = 1867
38817 1306 464 87* 5 1667 - 59 - ISO©
38836 1333 473 11,0
38878 1347 606 307 453 *7 909 = 1301
38897 1384 340 87,6 462 * 933 = 1684
38934 1413 540 3,5
36843 1433 601 543 909 t 323 = 1468
38981 1440 346 11*0
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379
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-f 0011
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= eoe +
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981 999 9018 86968
0*88 999 6918 09968
MAA 808 8818 88960
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181 089 9861 68968
0*80 889 1©61 31968
0*88 099 1691 30962
681 90S 6991 06262
8*09
900
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96862
99262
0*11 008 9M1 99362
891 889 2161 98368
0*88
099 m i
6091
99162
08168
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1 fflL.I fW
66S&
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40563 5071 036
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Discussion of m m  hssuits
3&S VlbTOtlgaaLlejia Transitions; ft** position of the vibration* 
loss transition in toluene isay be fired by comparison with 
the Brain spectrum, me bee t@e& done by mmtet (158) 
and by aiaaburg, Robertson, end mtsea (72)* if the 
strongest line of the spectrum (at S7478em“^ ) is assumed 
to bo the vibratlonlcas transition, the following ©or* 
relations between B a m  shifts end shifts in the ultra­
violet eon be obtained*
Rh u
Rowlett
(131)
Raman
Kohlrausoh
(118)
Ultraviolet 
Olaaburg 
et al (fg)
Ultraviolet
This
Beseareh
919.8(5) 581(6) 514 530
629.2(3} 633(4} 630 624
786.7(0) 786(9) 785 787
1001.9(10) 1004(13) 1003 1005 *
1180.3(3) 1177(1) 1176 1178
1210(5) 1208(5) 1212 m o
1979.5(9) 1579(4) 1365
1985.5(8) 1585(2) 1581
d o  agreement is good enough to fix the position of the 
vibrationises transition In toluene at 8747®ciir2>* This 
strongest line is easily identified in the spectra of 
the dsuterated toluenes. The generalization is now made 
that this line corresponds to the vihrationises transition 
in all of the toluenes* Its position la each compound
218
la aa M U m i
Va&aaaa
3Mtaana*aL«4
Toluen«-3-d
Toluaae-S-4
ToXs«h ^ I
mwem**
swftari
s mieri
smasari
$75110***
The shift in frequency Is readily explained on the basis 
©f the Mintence of sero»polnt vibrational <m#rgr« Since 
tee meleeales ere i30topic the eleetroale shift (4£) 
should be the erne for each of teem to a very high 
degree of approxtes tiesu The observed ylfceetlomXeee 
frequencies are given by the equations
Where *f* la tee frequency of tee observed vibrationleas 
transition, tee first sums* tier* is tee sum of all of the 
vibrational frequencies for tee ground state and tee 
second summation is tee sum of ell of tee vibrational 
frequencies in the exalted state* For the toluenes, 
tee m m  of tee ground state vibrations is greater than 
tee sum of tee exalted state vibrations, so tee presence 
of sere-point energy decreases tee frequency of the 
observed vibratlonless transition as compared with tee 
pure electronic shift* The sum of the ground state
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freqnsnslea Tor each of the deutorated derivatives is less 
then It is for toluene* end this sit® is decreased in 
about m e  seme ratio for each expound in going over to 
the excited state* therefore* the difference between the 
two sumtion* is less for the deuterated derivatives 
then it is for toluene, end the vibrationleas transition 
lies «t higher frequen© i es for the deuterated derivatives®
In order to facilitate the amirs is of the spectre 
it was found conrenlemt to m m  the frequency difference be­
tween s particular line and the line corresponding to 
the vibrstioaless transition* Unless it is otherwise 
indicated* me frequencies used in the following discussion 
are Obtained in this way*
Bare catena Toluene in the heaters tad Toluenes <» a study 
of the spectra of tolo©ne~8*»dt tolume«3^dt and toluene*
4-d mows that the compounds are not *f toluene*
sisoe the strong lines of toluene art present in low 
intensity in the spectra of the dsuterated toluenes*
In order to obtain the spectra due to the deutsrated 
toluenes it is necessary to subtract these few weak 
lilies of ordinary toluene* iSaoh of the lines appearing 
in me spectre of the deuterated compounds* but assigned 
to toluene* has been indicated in the were number tables.
The spectrum of toluene* cC-»d is so similar to that of toluene
us
that any lines due to tin preseaae of toluene la the 
deuterated compound were obscured by the stronger lines 
of the Setter* iaaudat that the intensity of the Tibra- 
tloaless transition is unaffected by the aubstltution 
of deuterium for hydrogen* tin percentage toluene la the 
deuterated toluenes can be ealeulated from the ratio 
of the in tensity of the 0,0 line of toluene to the 0,0 
liae of the deuterated toluene* The results are as 
follows:
Toluene-B-d: % toluene s 9.7
Toluene-3-d: % toluene s S»0
Toluene-4-d: % toluene Z 9.0
Although ratter large amounts of toluene are present in 
the deuterated toluenes, the speetra of the latter are 
not influenced greatly since only the strong lines of 
toluene appear*
m e  Rotational gffeot: far the purpose of ealeulation
of the rotational levels of toluene let ue assume, by
analogy with benzene, that the ring is a plane regular 
hexagon sad that the ring hydrogen atoms are in the 
plane of the ring, as ah own la the following diagram:
1 1 6
She moment of inertia of the whole molecule about am 
axis the methyl group is evidently the smallest
m&mmnt far the whole molecule* *?Mb la calculated to be 
14S x lCT^O g~Qm2* % a  yalue of B In equation (1) la 
calculated to bo 0*19ear&* rpcm aquation {4} It is 
evident that the energy levels etmot bo mob mar© than 
0*19snrl* apart* Ho such energy differences war© observed* 
l«v«v«ft there ia still the possibility of free internal 
rota11cm of the methyl group* fhe B value for this ro­
tation some* out to bo g.fltanrk* One might bo tempted to 
soonest the strong linos displaced 00* 91* ISO* 140* and 
17?esf^ to lower frequencies (from the strangest lima 
of toluene) with rotation of the methyl group* However* 
very similar limes are observed for chlorobeassen© (S05) 
and broi&obenzene (S)* Also the substitution of one of 
the hydrogen* of the methyl group by deuterium did not 
change these frequencies very much* It musst be concluded 
that there is no evidences of frefuenoles due to rotations 
the only rotational effect observed is the Shading of the 
lines toward long ware lengths*
The Difference frequencies3 On the long ware length side 
of the 0*0 line of each of the compound© Is a group of 
lines of Tory low frequency* Many of the stronger lines 
of the spectrum are accompanied by weaker lines shifted 
toward the red by the sebie amounts* this factor greatly
**
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complicates the interpretation of the spectre mi m m  
these lines often m rsrlap with the group aeoompanying 
soother strong line* The shifts cannot ha interpreted 
a* fundamental fraquenslea of the ground state since 
this m « U  disagree with the heat capacity ateasruenisata 
which Pitser and soott (161) haws made on toluene. Pre­
views discussion he* shown that they do not correspond 
to the internal rotation of the methyl grotty. They might 
be interpreted as separate eleotronio transitions; but it 
is difficult to believe that the different vibrational fre­
quencies would be the sane for every electronic state 
involved in the absorption, Perhaps the best inter­
pretation is that of Olnsburg* Boberteoa, and Matson 
(73}. They believe that the lines correspond to differ­
ence frequencies; that is that they result from a 
transition from the vlbrationally exeited ground state 
to tits correspond!ng vibrational level la the excited state 
(1-1 transitions). Analysis shows that there are three 
fbadeeeatel difference frequencies for each compound.
These frequencies ere as follows; 
Talasas Toluene-^-d Toluene-g-d gS&jfiSiKffirJt
«0 «S 88 89 8»
91 *7 91 91 9*
17V 179 187 168 177
180
tfci* lima la tke 00 and Iff region** are of high Intensity
u *
and must I to vibrations of Ion frequency,
while the lime at 91 is of a i m r  intensity and cor­
responds to a vibration of somewhat hi^ier frequency*
JChe giiadaaantal Vibrational Jteatteeeieat lines tea to 
transitions from vibrational levels in the ground state 
to tee vlhratloaless excited state should appear on the 
long wave length side of tee 0,0 lino* teelr intensity 
should decrease as their distance from the Q*0 line increases, 
tee to the Boltsraaan factor* such limes hate teem observed 
in all of the compounds* Transitions from the vibratloaleas 
ground state to the vibrating exalted state appear In 
tee spectrum as lines on tee short nave length side of 
tee 0,0 lias* Baeit limes are net weakened by the Belt®* 
asms faster and have a relatively high intensity*
Observations of frequencies in the ground state 
ere hampered by tee extremely low intensity of lines 
at high vibrational frequencies* Very long absorption 
cells and high concentrations of vapor are necessary 
to melee these observations* In tee case of toluene, 
where large amounts of material were available, tee 
ground state frequencies were studied out to SB&Sen^*
Bee to the small amounts of tee deuterated toluenes 
that were available, their spectre were not studied 
beyond ISOOoaT** An extension of the spectra to longer 
wave lengths would be desirable*
n o
Tfee p W f r m m m ef dlfferexioe, overtone* and oomMa^ 
ation freqeeaoiea renders t&e identification of fun~
somewhat dlf floult. Therefore, the following 
list oust 6e considered tentative, sad subject to re­
vision when the Hama sad infrared spectra h&v© been
studied; doubtful fundamentals ere jerked with a question
sark*
Toluene Toluene** oG*&
Ground State Sacoited State Ground State Melted state
f -I lO
n o  5 D 49? 514 451
604: ? n o 606 906
fSf ?93 ??0 799
1003
f, ) o ^ 'y 'i5 939
1005 990
983? ro n o 961
1210 7 ^ i2,y 1180 1000 1170
'I /*/f?L 9?9? f?@?
m i  - 1966
/  ^: 3' 3075? 906??
Ground State S»tted State Ground state laelted state
916 452 961
618 on 1211 1190
? M 744 1568?
o n 909 3071?
990
A4» 0
o  0  ©  ** is0: 9 ® M i o
H  HI H
#»
H H 0€3
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0
iS
tf 0 0 0 
m  0 N
H
©
m
H
0
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H
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0
0
0
0
gJ
0
0
W*
0 0
0 fS 0 H
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H
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H H
IS
HI
4»
0
0
0
W
0
IH
H I
M
H „.- H Ik-
14
H
H
IN
4»
0
©
4*
<rt
O 0 #2 eg
H
0
0 0 0 0
©
m
0
H0
£3
H
rl
S 1ft 0
I «
0 0 0m h m
I  5 aQ |. 0t ft
g O |
1 4  1
? 3 5
%
H
*  0 *«9 jQ
42Ijet it q
H
fit
H
0
0
H
*4
H
4*'
$
H
0
H
2?
3
 f
I  1
IS
§
O
H
0
*$
0
© k ®H  H  «3 H0 0 0 0
i i I 1
1 1 1 M§ 8 § 5 0
t t i t t«fV B j  CLj  BL*Cr®
Toluene
Ground
vm
l&eeited
755
Ground
xaio
doited
lias
Toluene-#**d 776 739
I
1300 1170
Tolueae~4-d 784 744 1811 \ 1 W 0
Tolueae-3-d 770 719 1006 ' 1170
ToXuene-8-d 786 746 ISIS 1184
la the Sanaa spectrum of toluene CiOl* US} a
m
i s no t
that
*t xoos iit4 lOMnr** m e  1003 int*
the ultraviolet absorption but then the 
present* However, in the e&etied state two 
esrrespimdlng liases appeer at 
violet spectre ef S©Xuese~a(*Mi « M  
similar to toluene la this 
a third line appears la this 
the absorption tf toluene 
in sash ease there la a weaker line almost 
hr the stress $&0 Uses* It is 
weak lines correspond to 931 line la toluene 
Thm lines are indicated in the following
Ground Breltsd 
toluene 1003 933
?olueae- <X «*d 1003 930 061
mi*e**~4HI 987 900 053 061
the corresponding region in tolueae«»8~d and t©lnei*e"*3«*d 
is definitely richer in strong lines# the strong lines
X M
at 9*f la t0la*n*~3«“d and at 943 la tolue»e*2«d probably 
correspond te the 933 line la toluene# Seme of the others 
appear to Ins new fimdsmentala, not present la toluene, 
toluene-tX-d, or tolueneHMU A tentative analysis of these 
lime* into fundamental* la given In the table* of fundament 
tala for aeon compound* Host of the other lines of any 
appreciable intensity can be expressed as combinations, 
or overtones of thee* strong fundamentals® However, there 
la a line at 1393 In toluene, and corresponding lines in 
the d cut era ted toluenes, which appear to be fundamentals 
of weafc intensity* there is also a series of lines 
corresponding to 3093 In toluene which may be fundaments la* 
In eoM of the compounds these lines cannot be expressed 
a* combinations of fundamentals* fhis whole series of 
lines is rather diffuse and it m y  be that inability 
to measure wav* length* accurately accounts for 
erne of the difficulty*
x m
m m m m x c A L  m m v m i m
Jha 3r«a»tryof the ffeluaaesi
la her analyais of the toluene spectrum, Sponsr considered 
toluene as belonging to point group Cs, whereas Ft tsar 
sag Soott assigned It to group Cg^ ® If there is a 
potential hindering the ^ ros rotation of the methyl group 
so that it assumes the position indicated in the loft 
side of the diagram, the molecule would haw# a plana of 
ayaaetry throng the methyl carbon and the para atoms, 
perpendicular to tho plana of the ring* it would than 
belong to point group Cs. From heat capacity measurements 
Fitaer and Soott (101) concluded that the potential 
hindering methyl group rotation must be extremely small, 
so teat at ordinary temperatures this group has essentially 
free rotation* In this ease, at most positions of the 
methyl group, the molecule has no symmetry ©laments* 
However, on a time average, the hydrogens of the methyl 
group would be smeared out in a cone as shown in the di«
x m
gram* This model has a plans of symmetry throng the 
msthy1 carbon and the pays carbon {perpendi ©ular to tbs 
ring) 9 aaot^ plans of symmetry corresponding to the 
plane of the ring, and a two**fold axis of symmetry through 
the methyl oar bon and the para carbon atoms* Therefore,
it belongs to point group 0%$ as assigned by Fltney and
»
soott. this assignment should be particularly applicable 
to the a tody of the ultraviolet active vibrations since 
it is improbable that the methyl group hydrogens will 
be set Into vibration among themselves since they are so 
far removed from the ring electrons taking part in the 
absorption* Therefore, point group will be assumed 
for toluene in the remainder of the discussion*
Toluene-d-d, end toluene* oC-d still have 0 ^  symmetry, 
bat the symmetry of tolaesie-S-d and toluene-5-d Is re* 
dueed to 0m si use the only element of symmetry remaining 
is the plane of symmetry which o on tains the ring*
The Vibrations of the tolueness The toluene molecule 
has $(15) - 6 z 39 normal vibrations* Hone of these 
is degenerate due to the symmetry of the molecule, since 
there is no three-fold or higher axis of symmetry, but 
accidental degeneracy any exist* If there Is free 
internal rotation of the methyl group, on© vibrational 
degree of freedom is removed and there remain 38 normal 
vibrations* let the methyl group be considered as a single
3.88
atom for the purpose at calculating the vibrations
<
36&n«0t*g witb thw fimg*
tfewf* will fe# $$1%) m e g 30 a o m l  vibrations* ^elusive 
of internal vibrations of the i&etfeyl group* fbwe will 
be U  vibrations of m p m t m m A^a 3 of speeies a^5 10 of 
spec lea *mt 0 of spec i os Bg« the Ax vibrations of e 
totally syaaetrlo; tfce Ag are ajwetrio with respect 
to the two-fold axis onlyi the Bx ore symmetries with 
reepeet to the plane of the ring m l y i  and the %  are 
symmetric only with respect to the plane of s y m m t r y  
trough the isetbyl group perpendicular to the ring plane* 
Tee tew diagrams of a possible set of 
coordinates for the molecules of point group Cg^ era 
given in the following pages. These symmetry coordinates 
will represent possible normal coordinates of the 
molecule. In particular these coordinates refer to 
toluene"*■< einoe the pare hydrogen atom is considered 
to he uncoupled from the remaining hydrogen atoms, species 
Ai and Bj, of point group Qg* combine to form species 
A* of point group C«, sad Ag end Bg of Ggv combine to
la*
rowi a* 9* cm»
Speaiee iji Totally syasatrio, native la the Inman epaotrura 
(p«laa*ae*) ana in the iafraradj II vi'uratioas, one 
teouditiioai
Spwlu Ag: (synaatrlc to two-fold axle only), motive in 
Ot Sena apeatraa (depolarised); 3 vibrations, I rotations
•h
Speeiea symmetries to plane of ring only 2 m m n  
eetiv* (depolariaed) and, infrared natives 10 vibrations* 
« w  translation* an# one rotetiea*
Specie* Bfi; Sya»etrie only to plena of symmetry %ferengb 
methyl group perpendicular to flag plana* Six vibrations*, 
one translation* one rotation* Active in the msmn 
{dspolarlaed) and la the infrared*
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la order to find t he exact normal coordinates and thereby 
the modes ef the normal vibrations, it would bo necessary 
to sat up and solve the secular equation* Wrm when this 
equation is fastened by the use of symmetry coordinates 
its solution involves equations of the eleventh, third, 
tenth, and sixth degress* la eaeh ease more potential 
constants are involved them there are vibrational fre­
quencies, even when a vaXenae fores system Is used* fhia 
makes it impossible to ealeulate say potential constants 
until mere vibrational frequeue lee have been measured* 
these additional vibrational frequencies sen be Obtained
from a study of the Roman and infrared ap@atra of the 
dsuterated toluenes.
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Sinoe the vibratlcmle»8 transition appears strongly 
in the ultraviolet absorption speotra, it is concluded 
that the spectra qorrespond to allowed eleotronic transitions, 
la this ossa only the totally symmetric vibrations should 
appear strongly as 0-1 or 1-0 transitions, other vi­
brations aey appear strongly as difference frequencies 
if their intensity is not weakened too much by Bolt®- 
■ana factors, the totally synmetrlo vibrations any be 
recognised la the Raman spectrum of toluene by their 
polarisation. The Haman spectrum has been determined la 
detail by Hewlett <101) and by Kohlrausoh and Wittek 
(116). Polarisations of the Raman lines have been 
determined by Cleveland (48). Their results are given 
in the following table:
Hewlett Kohlrausch Polarizations
& Wittek Cleveland
218.7(4} 816(8b) 0.93
894(007)
886.0(0) 34* U)
406(}0
819.8(8} 881(6) 0.44
632.2(8) 628(4) 0.88
780(1)
786.7(8)
• * 786(9) 0. 08
807.2(0) 814(i)
130
84*.4(0) 843(1)
897(19)
948.3(d) 977(f)
998.3(3) 993(|t)
1001.9(10) 1004(18) 0.18
1Q87.?(«) 1030(0)
1085(0)
0.11
1184.3(3) 1188(8) 0.87
1180.3(3) 1177(1} 0.88
1189(00)
1810.0(5) 1308(8)
1378(0}
1301(00)7
1381(00}
0.89
1379.3(8) 1379(4}
1433(f)
1448(f)
1808(0)
0.46
1883.3(8) 1888(8} 0.86
1404.7(3) 1604(4} 0.84
1488.5(00) 1683(07}
8865.6(0) 8870(89) 0.15
8919.9(4} 8980(69) 0.83
8988.3(0) 8979(3)
8004.4(0) 3001(f)
8083.4(8) 3034(49)
131
3083. MS) 3031{7sb) 0,33
3033.3(4) 3037(43)
3303.3(0) 3139(§)
It Is reasonable to assume that th« Ilydrogea 
vibrations would he only weakly exolted, if at all, 
hgr tee electronic transition whioh involves mainly the 
el estrone of tee earhen ring. Thar afore, toluene may 
he treated la approximation as a moleoule of seven atoms 
as shown below.
Ibis moleoule would have Gg* syametry and would give 
six vibrations of speeies Aj.* one of speoies Aa, five of 
apseies Bj_, and three of speeies Bg. tbs six vibrations 
of speeies should appear strongly In ultraviolet 
absorption, sisee the transition is an allowed one*
In the exalted states of toluene, toluene--a, and 
telusae-4-d six strong fundamentals are actually ob­
served. It is postulated that these six fundamentals 
aorrespond to the six oarbon vibrations of speeies 
la toluene, in tee ground state one of the fuadaaentals 
is either missing or else its position has not been 
reaognised. tee positions of these lines are as follows:
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Pitaer ate aeott shoes the depolarl&ed lines at 1003 
*0* 11?S» ete * polarised line at 1403 observed fey Oabaimes 
ate Beiisset (48|* ^ o  line at 1483 a s  act found by 
Hewlett nor m s  It found by Etelrausoh ate wittek* this 
procedure of assigning totally symmetrical vibrations 
te depolarized lines la Justified since* mm tea teen 
pointed oat fey Hersfeerg (98)f the degree of polarisation 
of lines tea to totally symmetrical vibrations m y  vary 
ftK» eea^lete depolarization to complete polarisation*
It appears more reasonable* in view of the ultraviolet 
data, to assign the 384 lino to class rather than one 
of teas# other lima* Also it tea been reasoned fey 
Spoaer ate fey pi tsar ate soott that the 380 ate 384 lines 
of teluena correspond to the doubly degenera te 60S lino 
of benscne, ate ttet the 380 lima la tee to the vibration 
of aymetry and ite 334 line la tee to tte vibration
of sywastry It is wall to point oat ttet the
normal coordinates of toluene teve not been determined, 
ate test this Una of reasoning from me normal oooteln- 
at as of benzene la subject to error In ttet ifee normal 
coordinates of toluene any net resemble those of fesnsens* 
Sue to the disturbing offset of the presence of the 
heavy mttjrl group* fhe guestion will not fee set tied 
until the form of the normal vibrations of toluene has 
been determined, but the author believes that the weight 
of the evidence at present is In favor of the assignment
18*
of the 884 line to slaea Aj_.
She destruction of the axis of symmetry la toluene 
by febo substitution of deuterium on 8t ortho or mete 
position rsaulta is tha appearance of a ©roe tar number 
of fundamentals. Theoretically, five new fundamentals 
(of olaas Bi is toluene} due te oarbou vibrations should 
became aotlve in these compounds, making a total of 
alavan strong vibrations. Xt la not to be expsoted that 
those nee fundamentals would appear as strongly as those 
aetive in toluene since the disturbing effect of deu­
terium mat be small eoapared to that of the methyl 
group. Any attempt at assignment of the fundamentals 
la these compounds must await the determination of the 
Baasa and infrared spectra.
The vibrations at 880 and 88* in the ground stats of 
toluene are recognized as being due to planar bending 
of the ring by a comparison with the benzene assignmenta. 
they must be frequencies in which the methyl group 
and the para carbon atom vibrate in opposition te each 
other sinoe their frequency is too low to be the trigonal 
vibration. The 880 frequency is reduced almost equally by 
substitution of deuterium on the methyl group or on the 
para earbem atom. This indicates that the methyl group 
and the para carbon atom form parts of vibrating groups 
whose amplitude along the two-fold axis is about the 
same (slightly greater for the methyl group). The only
i m
way that this q m  happen so as to preserve th® center 
of gravity of the moleoule is for the ortho and para 
carbon atoms to vibrate la the seme direction @9 the para 
carbon atom* fhe node of the vibration mxst bo vary 
similar to that indicated in the following diagram!
The d£d fre<juaucy im toluene is very little affected 
by substitution of deuterium on M e  methyl group but is 
more affected by substitution of deuterium on the para 
earbon atom* Mis indicates that the amplitude of the 
methyl group is very mall but that of the pare carbon 
atom is rather large* Mis condition is explained by the 
following mode of vibrations
in order to preserve the center of gravity of the 
molecule the para carbon atom must vibrate with greater 
amplitude than dees the methyl group* it is to be noted
that the relative frequencies at that# two vibration® 
asm in agreement with that predicted by the diagrams 
timt the lighter group (para carbon) la vibrating with 
the greater amplitude In the mode of higher frequency,*
The frequency at 100$ in the ground state of toluene 
ie veeegnieed by its high intensity, high polarisation 
in the la man spectrum* and by its frequency value, as 
corresponding to the oarhon-to-earbon valence stretching 
vibration which la totally symmetric in benuene* Agree** 
ing with this mote of vibration, its frequency is little 
changed ia toluene** £C **4 but is reduced in telueae-H^d*
The vibrational mode Is as followsi
la teis vibration the methyl group would vibrate with 
a small amplitude and the para carbon atcm with a 
relatively large amplitude in order to preserve the center 
of gravity of the molecule*
From the force constants for the carbon-to^oarbem 
single bend given by Herzberg it can be calculated that 
the frequency of the methyl group vibrating against the
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the lowest Intensity of any ®f the fundamental exsited 
»Ut# frequenoiea, as is to he expected beoauee none 
ef the bonds formed by ring electrons la direetly in­
volved.
It see expooted that one of the remaining oarbon 
fundamentals would correspond te the trigonal beading 
ef the ring, but both the 983 and 1188 frequencies in 
the sxoited state of toluene are decidedly unequally 
af fee ted by substitution on the methyl and on the para 
oarbon atom. mis eliminates their assignment to the 
trigonal bending vibration. Sinoe the 988 Tlbration is 
strongly effected by substitution of deuterium on the 
para oarbon atom while the 1188 Tlbration is strongly 
affeetod by substitution on the methyl group, the 
fallowing approximate vibrational forms are tentatively 
assigned te th«n»s
It is to be emphasised tost all of these forms are 
rather speeulativs and that the determination of the 
vibrational modes by a solution ef toe secular equation 
would be a mush more satlsfaotory prooedure.
m m m m m k m m a  w w  totork wmK
It wml& to highly mrnimhXm tm extend tto work cm this 
i m p  of ©oupmmds wo on to ineXud© the Eama end ixtfra** 
red ©pectra* fto imtooe stretching witoetlo^e of &ai*» 
toiwi ewe wot fooed im the ultraviolet etoewptiesi* 
tot It la to to *x$e©$*& that thmm vitoatlon© will to 
partlewlarl^ prominent la the Bemaa epeeteu Xto deter* 
alnatlcm of toe deuterium Ylbratloiift totoMi unto possible 
ta approximate calculation e£ the formal atorge oo toe 
ortho* weta* and para carton atom® Also* tola data 
weald probably make po&stbXe an eppweartweto solution of
M'
parties* of the secular equation. ■%* arthor expects to 
work ea this rtnmlt in the near futu*o.
Another promising U u  of attack Is to azitad the 
speotral study to deuterated benzyl ehXoride, bonsai 
ehleride, and phenyltrlohlorcnethan*. in this way a 
gradual transition will ho me.de front, the ortho-para 
directing toluene over te the saeta dirsetiug nheayl- 
triohl or one thane.
Finally, the problem should be rounded out by a 
study ef other benzene derivetires sash as the halogen* 
ated benzenes, bensaldehyde, phenol, aniline, and nitrobenzene 
A study of the halogens ted benzenes should be fruitful 
sines deuterium deriratires *?ould be easy to prepare 
and these eoapettads giro discrete ultraviolet absorption.
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